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The Arbiter's "Get Oriented"
Issue gets attention from a
~ local news station for some
comments that may have
"crossed the line."
OPINION
Cultural Center coordinator'
Ro Alvarado-Parker asks
If a license plate can be
unintentionally racist?
'CULTURE
PAGES
Lindsey Parker finds that artist
within herself at the Boise
Spectrum's "Artist For a Day."
SPORTS
PAGE 10
Boise State's head strength
and conditioning coach Tim
Socha talks about the summer
training exercises "for the
football team, team nutrition
and handling his new position.
ONLINE
Post your comments online at:
WWW.ARBITERONUNI:.COI.·1
Watch KIVI Channel Six's.news
report on The Arbiter's "Get
Oriented" Issue.
ON CAMPUS
-------------------~--------
Boise State University's
student radio station has
re-Iaunched as University
Pulse, with programming on
AM 730 from noon to
midnight on Sundays.
The current program lineup
is an eclectic mix of music
and talk.
Check It out on-line.
The station Is funded by a
$2-per-student fee, which
was added this spring.
Students can ap'ply to host
their own shows by contacting
Christian Belden at chrlstianbel
den@bolsestate.edu.
Location: AM 730
Time: 12:00 p.rn, - 12:00 a.m.
Sundays
CONTACT
NEWS
(208) 345-8204 x 102
news@arbiteronllne.com
OPINION
(208) 345-8204 x 112
·letters@arblteronUne.com
i
I CULTURE
(208)345-8204 x 104
culture@arblteronllne.com
SPORTS
(208)345-8204 x 103
Sports@arblteronllne.com
State Board of Education
increases pay, changes policy
for state college presidents
She said that there is a certain amount of financial
incentives that have to be offered in order to obtain
good leaders.
"There is a lot of responsibility placed on university
presidents," Willits said, "when you hire a university
president you're not just hiring and academic leader-
you're hiring a community as well as a state leader."
According to Willits the pay corresponds with the
expectations, "Our university presidents are paid so
much and ". we expect great things from them."
Kustra became the sixth university president on July
1, 2003, replacing President Charles Ruch, The State
Board of Education set his salary then at $162,000.
Kustra received his Ph.D. in Political Science from'
the University of Illinois, and held faculty.posltlons
at University of lllinois-Chicago,. Northwestern
University and Loyola University.
He served as a member of the lllinois House of
Representatives from 1980 to 1982, and as an l\Iinois
State Senator from 1982 to 1990. .
From 1990 to 1998, Kustra served as l\Iinois
Lieutenant Governor, and then was hired as president
of Eastern Kentucky University.
In 2001, Kustra left EKU to be the president of
the Midwestern Higher Education Commission,
an organization of 10 states seeking to adva ce
higher education through resource sharing and in r-
state cooperation.
BY MICAH MCLAUGHLIN how those presidents will be paid.
The new policy provides that state college sys-
tem presidents will be paid only with state dollars.
Previously, presidents have been paid with state dol-
lars and with dollars accumulated by the universities
themselves.
Luci Willits, the communications officer for the
State board of Education, said that the main reason
for the policy change was to provide clarity for the
people ofidaho.
"The reason is to give the public a true idea of what
they're making," Willits said. She continued to ex-
plain that in the past the public has only seen the
amount paid by the state and not that paid'by univer-
sityorganizations.
While the monies come from a different location,
Willits said that it will not affect taxpayers and that
state college system presidents" pay will be taken
from the budgets allotted to each president's respec-
tiveschool.
In other words, Boise State President Bob Kustra's
pay will be taken from the state monies allotted to
BSU.That amount will total $261,262 and does not in-
clude his housing stipend or the cost of providing him
a university vehicle.
His pay is up about 5.4 percent from last year, while
most state employees average a 3 percent annual in-
crease in wages.
"You have to be competitive," Willits said as she ex-
plained why university presidents are paid so highly.
$286,188
News Writer
The Idaho State Board of Education recently ap-
proved a pay increase for the presidents of state col-
leges and universities, and also changed its policy on
$261.262
$260,000
'$131.869
$101.910
$101,500
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Returning women connect with mentoring program
launch a pilot plan in the spring of 2001
called the Returning Women's Mentoring
. Program. This program connects return-
Imagine you are a woman in your late ing female students who have had a three-
twenties with some college experience to-flve year break in their schooling with a
and a young child. You have recently gone female mentor at BSU.The mentors, who
through a transitional phase and are con- are students themselves and must be famil-
tern plating going to back to school, but who iar with BSU and its resources, meet weekly
will take care of your child? How will you with their "mentees," as the Women Center
pay for your courses? WiII you fit in amidst callsthem, and serve as a source of infer-
thousands of younger, childless, and seem- matlon, referrals, and emotional support.
ingly carefree students? "I thought it would be neat to have an
Former Women's Center coordina- RA-type program," said Wintrow,who has
tor Melissa' Wintrow heard questions .like previously worked as a resident assistant for
these eyery semester from women who young students living inBSU dormitories.
wanted to enroll at Boise State after an in- "Havlng a mentor is like having an RA, ex-
.terruption in their formal education. One cept they don't live with you." .
afternoon, she saw a woman 'on . Women's Center. graduate assistant
the couch at the Women's Center Kimbedy Bickley served as coordinator of
'with her head in her. hands, anx- the program lastsemester.She supervised,
i~us about getting involved in assisted,andfolloWed up withthe.l!h15
college life again. mentors and' 20-30mentees.· the "program
·She )ookeds'o distraugbtand kept ask- welcomes every.semester.to.date, R,\YMP
,lng, lHowam I going todo this?'" WintroW '.~''.'has ·iiI#4-~O,~lJ1en re~g_~r,Ufe
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BY CRYSTAL KUPPER
Special to the Arbiter
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TIlE .IIE.ADLINES
soldiers in combat.
The singer, who spoke to CNN's
Anderson Cooper for a "360" epi-
sode, has also donated $130,000
to Operation Helmet, which pays
about $100 to modify soldiers' hel-
mets so they better protect against
the shock from a bomb blast. "Itjust
makes you feel llke this is the right
thing to do. This Is the American
thing to do," she said.
World/National/What the? stories courtesy of KRTCampus Wire Services
unless otherwise credited. Local/BSU stories are courtesy of the Boise State
Web site at www.bolsestate.edu. All stories are complied by News Writers.
world .
U.S. deaths in Iraq
reach 2,500
BAGHDAD, Iraq - The U.S.
death toll in Iraq reached 2,500 on
Thursday June' 15 as American forc-
es remained locked in a bitter fight
against insurgents and foreign ter-
rorists.
The Pentagon also reported that
18,940 U.S. service members have
been wounded in the war to topple
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein, which
.began more than three years ago
and has left tens of thousands of
Iraqis dead.
Meanwhile, an American general
said coalition forces had killed 104
insurgents in 452 raids since terror-
ist chief Abu Musab al-Zarqawl was
killed June 7 in a U.S. bombing raid.
Maj. Gen. William Caldwell, a co-
alition spokesman, said the name of
the man whom the American mili-
tary had identified as Zarqawl's suc-
cessor, Abu Ayyub aI-Masri, prob-
ably is another name forAbu Hamza
al-Muhajer, the man whom a Web
posting Monday by the group al-
Qaida in Iraq named as the succes-
sor. Both names probably are aliases.
Abu means "father of" In Arabic, and
ai-Masri means "the Egyptian." The
other name, al-Muhajer means "the
emigrant."
AI-Masri is an Egyptian who
joined Islamic Jihad In 1982, a ter-
rorist group formed by al-Qaida No.
2 Ayman al-Zawahri. Masri went
to Afghanistan In 1999, where he
became an expert in making car
bombs, Caldwell said.
Though it's unclear when they
met, ai-Masri andal-Zarqawi trained
together at al Farouq in Afghanistan,
Caldwell said, which Is a terrorist
training camp operated by Osama
bin Laden.
AI-Masri made his way to Iraq af-
ter the fall ofthe Tallban In 2001 and
Is thought to have fought U.S. forces'
during the siege of Fallujah In 2004 .
He later operated an al-Qaida cell
in Baghdad and was Known as the
"Emir of southern Iraq," Caldwell
said.
He said aI-Masri probably would-
continue the tactics his predeces-
sor had used. American' military:
forces blamed the Jordanian-born
al-Zarqawi for suicide bombings,
beheadings, and sectarian killings
meant to provoke civil war between
Iraq's majority Shiite Muslims and
minority Sunni Muslims, from
whom the insurgency draws most of
its support.
"Nothing Indicates to us that he
. . . will do differently, because he has
been in this country for over three to
four years now," Caldwell said. "For
him to make a change, there Is noth-
Ing that shows or reflects that he
would do that." Caldwell said coali-
tion forces would continue to try to
eliminate al-Qalda In Iraq by going
after Its mldlevelleaders.
With a nightly curfew In effect and
tens of thousands of Iraqi and U.S.
troops on the streets of Baghdad,
a new security crackdown an-
nounced by Prime Minister Nourl
al-Maliki appeared to have curbed
violence. No car bombs were report-
ed In Baghdad on Thursday, a rare
occurrence In the Iraqi capital, but
It remained unclear what long-term
effect the tighter measures would
have.
Similar crackdowns In Baghdad
Including Operation Thunder,
launched In May 2005, haven't
ended Insurgent attacks and
suicide bombings.
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national
Cyanide plot aborted
WASHINGTON - Al-Qalqa decld-
ed·not to launch a deadly cyanide
gas plot In New York's subways be-
cause it wouldn't have killed enough
people, according to the author
whose bombshell book revealed the
frightening scheme.
"Al-Qalda's thinking Is that a sec-
ond-wave attack should be more de-
structive and more disruptive than
9/11," writer Ron Susklnd said In
an Interview with Time magazine .
"Why? Because that would create ..
an upward arc of terror .... that fear
and terror Is a central goal ofthe al-
Qaida strategy."
News ofthe 2003 plot to use home-
made cyanide bombs, the details
of which have been confirmed by
the New York Daily News, was first
revealed Friday in excerpts from
Susklnd's book, "The One Percent
Doctrine."
The plot, purportedly master-
minded by al-Qaida's ringleader
In Saudi Arabia (Yusuf al-Ayeri) In-
volved planting crude but effective
cyanide, canisters around the sub-
way system before the start of the
Iraq war.
Sen. P.at Roberts, chairman of
the Senate Intelligence Committee,
wouldn't confirm that al-Qaida's
No. two leader, Ayman al-Zawahiri,
called off the attack just 45 days be-
fore Its execution because It would
not be spectacular enough. But
Roberts, R-Kan., said tire premise
that Zawahlrl pulled the plug "was
correct."
"I thinkwhen.any terrorist con-
siders an attack they also consider
the public reaction," Roberts said on
CNN's "Late Edition" Sunday.
City and federal officials learned
of the plot from an al-Qaidamole
dubbed "AIi" and beefed up secu-
rity around the subways In hopes of
heading off the strike, which could
have killed hundreds.
The plot "underscores the stu-
pidity" of the Homeland Security
Department slashing the city's anti-
terror funding by 40 percent, said
Sen. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y. .
Rep. Pete Xing,:,R-N,Y., chairman
of the House Homeland Security
Committee, agreed. "It's just mad-
..ness that (the Homeland Security
. Department). cut New York City's
funding by 40 percent," said King,
who will put department officials
on the hot seat before his committee
Wednesday.
IfZawahiri did squash the gas at-
tack because It wouldn't be deadly
enough, that boosts the argument
that federal authorities should
not be spreading security dollars
around the country In places such
as Louisville, Ky.,and Omaha, Neb.,
which saw major hikes in funding.
Only In places such as New York and
Washington can terrorists hope to
raise the ante from Sept. 11, King
said.
"Some of these other cities just
aren't going to get hit," he said.
When President Bush learned the
cyanide plot had been nixed, ac-
cording to Suskind, Bush said: "This
Is bad enough. What does calling
this off say about what else they're
planning? ... What could be the big-
ger operation Zawahlri didn't want
to mess up?"
Cher pitches in
Cher, 60, who says she's antiwar
but pro-troops, has been lobbying
for more effective helmets for U.S.
local/bsu
Boise State
promotes Wheeler to
Associate VP
Mark Wheeler, dean of enrollment
services at Boise State University
since 1997, has been promoted to
associate vice president for student
affairs/dean of enrollment services,
officials announced this week.
Wheeler, who has also served as
Boise State's Interim vice president
of student affairs for the past year,
joined the university In 1990 as an
admission counselor and since then
has served In various capacities In
the student affairs division.
His past positions include as-
sistant dean of admissions from
1995-97 and Interim registrar from
1997-98. He has chaired or co-
chaired five university commit-
tees and has served as president
and vice president of the Idaho
Association of Collegiate Registrars
and Admissions Officers.
Before joining Boise State,
Wheeler was an admissions and
financial aid counselor for Lewis-
Clark State College and spent two
years In the newspaper business,
serving as the news editor for the
Post Falls Tribune. Wheeler earned
two degrees from Boise State: a mas-
ter of public administration degree
in 1996 and a bachelor of arts In
English-in 1989.
what the?
Come back here!
A woman dropped off her In-
fant grandson at a horne in Omaha,
Neb., mistakenly thinking It washer
daughter's day tare provider. She
gave the child and a diaper bag to
the woman who answered the door
and left. The second lady called the
authorities, and the child was ulti-
mately reunited with her mother.
Let's settle this ...
ENGARDE!
Awoman was' waiting for a space
to open up In the parking lot at the
Wal-Mart in Jacksonville, Fla., when
another woman pulled around
them and drove Into the space. The
first woman, carrying her cane, got
out of her car to discuss the mat-
ter In a calm and dignified man-
ner. Receiving no satisfaction, she
pulled out the sword hidden In her
cane to make her point more force-
fully. Police Involvement resulted.
What's this charge
for Madam Zena's
House of Pleasure?
While on an out-of-town ath-
letic conference, a California high
school coach decided to patronize a
house of prostitution. He got caught
because he paid the bill with the
school's debit card.
Arbiter Advertising Executive
named Salesman of the-Year
BY MICAH MCLAUGHLIN paperwork, and an explanation of
their sales philosophy.
He said that his philosophy is re-
ally simple.
College Newspaper' Business "Advertising is something that
and Advertising Managers' Inc has _ anybody ....and everybody needs,"
named the Arbiter's Advertising said Murphy, "there's an ad place-
Executive, Dwight Murphy, the ment for every client but it's a mat-
2005-2006 Account Executive of ter of paying attention to where
the Year. they should be.' _
.Originally awarded second, he "You, may not sell them an' ad
said he received a call from Brad all year long,· continued Murphy,
Arendt, the Arbiter's general man- "but all of the sudden there's go-
ager, about a week later to let him ing to be that one time that comes
know that there had been an error around and you've gotthem,"
and that he had won first place. . Murphy was also named the
"I was standing between' the Arbiter's General Staff Member of
Math/Geosciences Bnlldlng': and Murphy said just being him~e1f the Year for 2005·2006 this spring .
... the Business building," said ·iswhatgothiInfirstplace.' CNBAMls anorgailization'that
Murphy, "I'm sure anybody clear '. .(\ci:ording to){urphy ..entries illcludesoyer 130studeritnewspa~
.over.«. to, the !TacoBeHAreria] '" were jated on.sales,Jette~8ofre~-· pers fromlU"oiin.dthe,co~nttyand
heard me. Iwas so excited ... 'ommeQdatIon;, presenfation.- of htild~annua(award(jeremollies~ .•
News Writer
".'i· . '-.J
r"
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~on-newsworthy news
"Here's to you,
Mr. Hotdog man!"
BY CHAD MENDENHALL
News Editor
Commotion defines July. School
is out, summer advances, and
the weather beckons outdoor ac-
tivities. As one strolls through the
neighborhoods during the month
of July a sweet and overwhelming
scent of grilled hotdogs, hamburg-
ers; and ribs assault the senses with
an appeallng aroma that will make
anyone's mouth water.
TheDeclaratioRofindependence,
adopted July 1776,pronounced the
independence of the United States
ofAmerica from Great Britain. This
national holiday is celebrated with
fireworks, family reunions, bar-
beques, and parades.
The song "Take Me Out to the
Ball Game" is shouted from every
baseball stadium across the nation
as Major League Baseball's season
develops and fans prepare for the
All-Star Game.
During July's commotion the
only relief from nagging relatives
you haven't seen in years, base-
ball pandemonium, dodging stray,
fireworks, and trying to avoid high
school sponsored carwashes on ev-
ery corner of every street may sim-
ply be found in your local grocery
store.
July is National Hot DogMonth.
The National Hotdogand Sausage
Council estimates that Americans
eat approximately 20 billion hot
dogs every year, which means the
average Arbiter 'reader will con-
sume nearly 67 hot dogs this year.
, Hotdogmanufacturers calculate'
that an average of 38 percent 0\ hot
dogs are sold annually between
Memorial Dayand Labor Day,while
ten percent of annual retail hotdog
sales occur during July which is
'why The United States Chamber
of Commerce officially designated
July as National Hot Dog Month in
1957.
Americans will consume al-
most 27.5million hot dogs in major
ieague ballparks this year. Dodger
Stadium alone plans to sell almost
2 million hot dogs this season.
July truly is one big hot dog fest.
The hot dog's history and evolu-
tion is just about as clear as a river
of mud. In the ninth century B.C.
Homer's "Odyssey" mentions a
roasted sausage filled with fat and
blood, but a sausage like that hard-
ly reflects the billions of hotdogs
consumed today.
One legend claims that "little-
dog" sausages were created in the
1600sby a German butcher, and by
the 1850s 'the Germans produced
thick, soft, greasy sausages called
"franks."
Another legend points to the
term "wiener" where the people of
Vienna (Wien), Austria maintain
their claim as the origin of the hot
dog in 1805.
The evolution oCtoday's hot dog
is probably a combination of hot
sausages, wienerwursts, frankfurt-
ers, and dachshund sausages, but
these various meats didn't become
hot dogs until they were placed in
abun.
In the 1880s the hot dog was
born when a German vendor sold
his sausages in St. Louis, Missouri.
They were so hot that he supplied
customers with white gloves so they
wouldn't burn their hands. His wife .
recommended' that the sausages be
placed in a split bun, thus the birth
ofthe hot dog and its bun.
In 1939 President Franklin D.
Roosevelt and his wife, Eleanor, en-
tertained King George VI and his
queen, Elizabeth II,with a picnic at
their estate in Hyde Park. Roosevelt
wanted to 'introduce an American
dish to the royal family, so he
placed hot dogs on the menu.
Bythe 1990sthewienerwurstwas
commonly known as the MWiener." .
The longest hot dog ever mea-
sured was 57;5feet. - '
Perhaps author Lawrence J.Peter'
summed up the hotdog best when
he said;' "Thenoblestll( a11dogs is'
.,theho! dogilt feedS theharid ~at
bitesit."· - .",., . ,
The Arbiter raises some heads
BYCHAD MENDENHALL
News Editor
"crossed the line."
The front cover of the issue
contained amap that pointed out a
few common buildings which new
students would frequently use
during their first few semesters
at Boise State.
In describing the Business
Building, The Arbiter made refer-
ence to the "bucking bronco with
the huge erection."
According to 'KIVI-TV's report
this statement drew considerable
attention.
"I was appalled at two of the
building descriptions ...first, there
was no need to mention the bronco
statue's member. Second, STDsare
not "fine diseases." I am sure that
whoever created this ...was trying
to incorporate some humor, but
there are other, more congruous
ways' to joke. This was an inap-
propriate way to introduce people
to our campus. and its services,"
wrote one online post.
Alfred Kober created the bronco,
named "Spirit of the Broncos," in
1970for Boise Junior College's new
Business Building under the re-
quest of former College President
John B.Barnes.
"I was' a little sho.cked when 1
turned on the"news and found that
Lhad made a piece of pornogra-
phy," Kober said.
Kober, a former art professor at
BSUfor 31 years, said the descrip-
tion didn't upset him, but he want-
ed to clear up any misconceptions
concerning his art.
"That is not an erection. That is
the anatomy of a horse, and whom-
ever wrote that article must have
been very naive," Kober said.
KIVI-TV's reporter who covered
the story, Edmundo Aguilar, said
they couldn't find anyone on cam-
pus that was really upset because
of the description.
"People found it funny more
than anything else," Aguilar said.
. The other two buildings
that grabbed KIVI-TV's atten-
tion were the Health, Wellness,
and Counseling Center and the
Education Building.
"Get your STDs checked out
here as well as many other fine
ailments," said the article of the
HWC.
In, describing the Education
Building the article said, "If you're
a single man or woman you want to
hang out here. All the hot soon-to-
be teachers and nurses congregate
in this building. Or if you [ust want
a six-inch turkey on' wheat from
Subway. Either way, this building
offers both." -
"It was meant to be funny,"
Arbiter Editor-in-Chief Drew
Mayes said.
"We're just trying to stay relevant
to our audience and we may push
the envelope every o-ncein a while
to do that. I'm sure it won't be the
last time we raise a few eyebrows
in the community."
The Arbiter's Orientation Issue
made the local top story with
KIVI-TVChannel 6 on July 14over
some content they said may have
Alfred Kober's
sculpture "Spirit
of the Broncos"
caused a
controversy in
the community
because it is
anatomically
correct.
Campus Crime
- 5/15/06 - Malicious Injury to Property -
Two individuals were involved In an argu-
ment at a residence near campus during
which one of the Individuals destroyed
the other's cell phone. Report taken.
walking w/ an open container. Upon
search, other items were found. Report
taken. Subject arrested.
5/22/06 - Malicious Injury to Property
- Metal plate attaching a lever handle to
a door at the sclence Nursing Building
was pried fn an attempt to remove the
handle from the door. Report taken.
6/7/06 - Malicious Injury to Property
- Suspect kicked and broke two sprinkler
heads on the lawn between Extended
Studies & Grant Modules. Custodian wit-
nessed and Identified suspect. Report'
taken and citation issued.
5/22/06 - Malicious Injury to Property
- lhe front passenger window of a ve-
hlcie parked In the parking lot of Morrison
Hall was smashed. Report taken.
5/22/06 - GrandTheft - A report of _
Items stolen from a hotel room back in
February included a BSU laptop comput-
er. Report taken.
6/7/06 - Possession of Stolen Property
- Suspect was found in the Multipurpose
Building using a stolen computer. Report
taken and arrest made.
6/9/06 - Malicious Injury to Property
- Unknown suspect threw a rock through
a large window on the Business Building.
Report taken.
6/12/06 - Bike Theft - Bike lock was cut
and bike and lock were taken from a bike
rack at the Math Geo building. Report
taken.
5/23/06 - Bike Theft - Locked bike was
stolen trorna rack at Village. Bike later
found by owner, but It had been rendered
unusable. Report taken.
6/13/06 - Bike Theft - Bike lock was cut
and bike and lock were taken from a rack
at Morrison Hall. Report taken.
5/27/06 - Warrant Arrest - Subjects in
a car stopped at Juanita and Boise were
arrested on warrants. Report taken, sub-
jects arrested. 6/18/06 - Burglary -: C Store in the
Student Union Building was broken Into
and several food Iterns were stolen from
Aramark. Report taken.
6/3/06 - Petit Theft - Toolbox-and stor-
age bin were taken off a rack on the
back of a vehicle parked at the University
Square Apartments. Report taken.: 6/18/06 - Bike theft - Two bikes that had.-
been locked together ina bike rack atthe .
library were stolen. Reporttaken.
6/19/06 - Vandallsm-A construction
trailer that was left parked over the
weekend at the Student Union had its
tires punctured with long screws. Report .
taken.
6/3/06 - Petit Theft - Wallet contain-
Ing 10, tnsurance cards, and debit card
was taken from a room at the University .
Square Apartments. Report taken; _
Victim called back on 6/5/06 and report-
edthat all his belongings were found and
returned. .
6/3/06 -: .Petit Theft- Unknown
.'suspeC:t(s) took an unattended briefcase
from outside the Student Union Building,
Report.taken. . ,
_6/19/06 - Burglary- Uilknownsuspect
entered a dorm room at the Towers and
stole money from a wallet of,the resl- ,
dent. Report taken.
6/20/06 - Bike Theft- Unlockedbll<ewas
taken f~omarack near, the Math Geo
bul!dlng.Report taken . >. ,"i
I ,
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Part-time students will pay
up front for better health
BY RYAN RASMUSSEN
News Writer
Full~time students for fall and
spring semesters that want to get a'
jump on their academics by taking
summer classes part time at Boise
State will need to pay more out of
their pockets if they still intend to
use Boise State's Recreation Center
and Student Health Insurance
Plan.
Students planning to keep in'
shape over the summer by using
the Recreation Center but are giv-
ing their brains a little vacation
have to pay extra, whereas stu-
dents who are full time over the
summer are not charged to use the
facility. -
The BSU Recreation Center's
web site says they will charge stu-
dents $45.50 for the summer, even
if they are full-time students next
semester. Iftheir spouse is not cur-
rentlyenrolled at BSU and wants
to use the facility they will need to
a pay a summer fee of $91.00.
Part-time students are also not
insured under SHIP as where full-
time students are, for reasons de-
cided a fewyears ago.
In 2003 and the years prior peo-
ple were enrolling in just one class
in order to get the insurance rate
with no intention ofseeking a high-
er education. That in turn raised
the premium for the real students,
causing them to pay more for their
insurance.
"People were taking only one
class for the lower insurance rate.
These people tended to be older
.people with poor health ...we de-
cided that we didn't think that it
was fair for the students who were
here to get a higher education that
they should pay a higher premium
that kept going up due to the peo-
ple enrolling for the sale purpose
of getting student health coverage
rather than a higher education,"
said SHIP Manager, Pat Branson.
Full-time students enrolled in at
least 8 credit hours are required by
the Idaho State Board of Education
to have adequate insurance, which
is why every semester a student
registers for a full time schedule
they are charged for the SHIP un-
less they present a waiver that
proves they have other insurance
that meets those same standards
as the insurance provided by BSU..
For the students who are actu-
ally working for a degree and need
some coverage, but are only able to
go part-time, Benson recommend-
ed a local agent, Tim Hefner, who
works closely with BSUto offer af-
fordable rates to students, that can
be purchased for semester blocks.
For further student insurance
informatiun cuntact Pat Branson
at pbranson@boisestate.edu or
426-2158. Fall full-time students will be charged to use the Recreation Center for the summer.
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State Board Of Education Approves Two New
Master's Degree Programs At Boise State University
COURTESY OF BOISE STATE
NEWS SERVICES
TWIN FALLS- The Idaho State
. Board of Education approved two
new master's degree programs at
Boise State University at a meeting
in Twin Falls June '15.
The first students will be admit-
ted in Fa112006.
The newly-approved programs
are a master ofscience in hydrology
and a master of education in educa-
tionalleadership.
Seventy master's degree pro-
grams are now offered at Boise
Mentoring·
[from page 1]
capes from abusive relationships,
with 102mentors.
State, including the two programs
approved June 15. Boise State also
offers three Ph.D. programs, one
Ed.D. program, 11graduate certifi-
cate PfRgrams and 97 baccalaure-
ate degrees.
"The addition of two new mas-
ter's programs to Boise State's grad-
uate program array is yet another
indication of the strong quality of
our faculty and the readiness of the
university to take on the important
rule uf graduate education and a
commitment to research excel-
lence," Provost Sana Andrews said.
"We have been methodical and
According to theWomen'sCenter's
Web site, "Mentors arc valuable
campus leaders who ran help create
a welcoming environment for new
students in efforts to case their tran-
sition and increase the likelihood of
selective OIJ advancing our gradu-
ate education and research mis-
sion," Andrews added.
"These programs represent areas
of existing strength, the potential
for growth, and the ability to have
local and regional impact."
The M.S. in hydrology formalizes
a research focus and set of electives
that have long been part of the uni-
versity's existing M.S. program in
geology.
The program focuses on the sci-
.entific principles governing the
movement of water and water-
borne material through natural
retaining them." The mentors, who
can earn one academic credit per
semester for their work, participate
in four training seminars and meet
throughout the semester.
"We are always looking for stu-
-~
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.at.locations.acrosscampus _
systems, the interaction of water
with geological and biological sys-
tems, and tools to quantify and pre-
dict those interactions.
While the program is centered'
in the Department of Geosciences,
it will draw on additional faculty
expertise in the Department of
Civil Engineering, the Department
of Biology and the Department of
Mathematics.
A new M.Ed. in educational
leadership will graduate candi-
dates who qualify for certification
as school principals by the state of
Idaho and who will be highly qua li-
fled to perform new leadership
functions required in today's edu-
cational systems.
The program will integrate theo-
ry and practice and classes will be
taught in a variety of settings, in-
cluding on-campus; off-campus or
a combination approach.
Boise School District
Superintendent Stan Olson said
that he strongly supported the new
educational leadership program
approved today.
"As the next major wave of our
school personnel begin their prep-
aration for school and district lead-
ership and seek to master the new
and essential skills of the field, it is
the right program at the right time
and. for all of the right reasons,"
Olson said .
According vto. Meridian School
District Superintendent Linda
Clark, the new M.Ed. program "is
grounded in an innovative and
hands-on approach to the training
of school administrators in Idaho
that will provide them with oppor-
tunities for the direct application
of theory - something that is not
available in current educational
leadership programs."
dents to be mentors," Bickley said.
"It's a rewarding way to give back to
the campus community and possi-
bly earn some internship credit. Not
to mention, it's pretty fun."
A critical component of RWMPis
the Returning Women's Discussion
Group." This "group meets every
other week over lunch to educate
the women on campus resources.
Additionally, it serves to create a
network of women who encourage
each other in their academic pur-
suits. The club isopen to all students
and serves both past and current
RWMPparticipants.
Ienna Clark, administrative as-
sistant at the Women's Center, is an
officer in the Returning Women's
Discussion Group. Clark discov-
ered RWMP through the Women's
Center's Web site when she decided
to come back to college after several
years of working in retail manage-
ment.
. "Having an instant connection to
at least one person on campus who
cared about mysuccess was wonder-
ful," said Clark,who has been both a
men tee and mentor in RWMP.
Clark, a native of Sitka, Alaska.
and a social science major at BSU, "It's been a difficult semester, but
decided to resume college after adi- I've gotten so much support from
vorce and the birth ofher daughter. both my colleagues [atnSU) and the
"Itwas a huge leap of faith," Clark friends I've made that I was able to
said. "I was a bit apprehensive at stay in school," she said.
first. I felt like I had nothing in com- Current Women's Center coordi-
mon with the average college stu- nator Wauda Vlento sees great value
dent. Boise State can be intimidat- in these support systems created by
ing to an Incoming student, partie- RWMP.
ularly those of us who don't fit the "Alot ofthesewomen returning to
'traditional' student profile." school have deep concerns," Viento
Thanks in part to RWMP,Clark said,MTheyhave family issues, self-
has received practical and emotion- . esteem issues in regards to schooL
al support both as a student and as a They worry about being older. But
single parent of a four-year-old with connecting with ,others is' empow-
cancer, she said. She recently re- ering. Youfeel less alone and have a
" d . .. sens.e.6f'Yeah.Jcandnthis,"celve two'scholarshlpsst~mming .. . . ....
from her work with the "mentoring Viento,who has 20years ofexperi-
prograIiIiliatwill enable her to com-. . enceas asocial wiJrker,hopes to see
pleteherbacfielor's degree and per: theprog1'llIJl expandlnthe'futUre
haps goon to graduateschoo~·· . to inclUde fatuity and staff,as'role
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models and mentors. Adding these
types ofmentors, she said, may help
students focus their goals and move
along in their professional develop-
ment. " .
Additionally, she hopes to see the
·Women's Center institute an ongo-
ing relationship-maintenance dis-
cussion group. All' of these factors
help students remain in school and
succeed, she said.
"People stay when they feel like
they' matter," .Viento.said. MItmay
seem simplistic, but it's so Impor-
tant,"
For more information about the
Returning .<Women's Mentorlng
·Program, please. contact the
Women'seeuter at42(),4259 or visit
tHeirWebsite at http://wofuenscen-
·terbolsestate.edu, .
. ,,~<f"
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OPI N ION
The way we see it
You ain't seen
nothing yet
Maybe we offended you with the front page
of the June 14 issue. Or perhaps the finger
shaking and 'tsk-tsking' commenced after
viewing a particular Channel Six newscast.
Either way, it should be devastatingly clear
by now - The Arbiter has snapped off our
sterile, stringent, orthodox (yawn) gloves this
year. And after shedding our dainty shoulder
pads- you might notice, we're no longer the
powder puff newspaper you've become ac-
custom to.
What, did you think we were going to apol-
ogize?
In case you missed the upheaval we ignit-
ed around campus (ami on the local evening
news) - the front page of our Orientation is- .
sue noted some ofthe more prominent build-
ings on campus. In an effort to help our wet-
behind-the-ear students navigate their new
campus, we .laid out important buildings,
ranging from the Business Building with,
"the bucking bronco with the huge erection"
to the place you "get your STD's checked
out" at the Health, Wellness, and Counseling
Center.
Is it possible that in an effort to reach our
readers (who average an age of 27)we added
- GULP,a bit of humor to the paper? Is it also
possible that with over 24,000 people reading
our paper each week, we might, by some slim
chance, offend a few once in awhile? Nah.
With a new regime of student leadership
at the helm, The Arbiter is attempting to go
where few college newspapers have had the
audacity (or the balls, to accompany the huge
erection) to go before. Though we'll maintain
our journalistic excellence and unbiased au-
thenticity, be warned - we're not afraid to
make you laugh, cry or even a little pissed off
once in awhile.
You'll notice this year we have a strong-
willed, highly versatile Editorial Board who
meets before each issue, and presents this
editorial, "The WayWe See It," which is more
or less the newfound "voice" of The Arbiter.
This board is a delectable mixture ofone self-
hating narcissist who just wants to be loved,
a dash ofhead-strong opinionated lesbian, a
pinch ofa conceited-egotistical-blonde bitch,
a by-the-book-businessman, a newspaper
traditionalist who is probably cringing as he
reads this right now, and a man known only
as the evil, right-wing hatemonger. However,
this board barely touches the differing ide-
ologies and viewpoints we have on staff this
year.
And hey, ifyou don't like what you see, speak
up son. Instead of being a white-knuckled,
jaw-clenched reader, be a participation-er
(and yeah, we can make up words too).
Don't like it? Do something about it. Give
us your name; write a letter to the editor, do
a pod-cast in the Fall, post your comments
online or show us how it should be done by
writing a weekly guest opinion.
In the meantime - start rallying the troops,
grab the fine-tooth comb you always check
us out with anyway and get an early start
on those petitions ... because you ain't seen
nothing yet.
Idaho license plate raises
questions about
institutional •racism
BY RO ALVARADO-PARKER
Guest Opinion
Lastmonth, I drove out of anapartment complex in Boiseand spotted a license plate thathad 3 sixes.
This captured my attention, and as I
slowed to look I realize Iwas staring at a
blatant racial epitaph.
I questioned how the Idaho
Department ofMotor Vehicles could let
this one slip by?
It didn't take but a single glance forme
to realize this racist epitaph is parked in
plain view for all to see.
Secondly, why hasn't this plate been
reported?
Have we become so engrained in
thinking that this term is ok, or is the
IDMVreally this dense?
After hearing back from the IDMV,
they tell us the "N666R" license plate
- is randomly generated. The "r" at the
end denotes that it is a recreational ve-
hicle.
Since they have been alerted, the
IDMV has contacted the owners, who
they say were surprised and not aware
of the implications and the plate is be-
ing pulled and invalidated.
Some people say, "Well there you
go, there was no racism involved in
that." Perhaps no intentional racism,
but there was racism at work here.
Not the cross burning variety of rae-
ism, rather a type of racism that is so
engrained and institutionalized, that
wedo not readily see it.Wetend to think
that because we didn't meansomething
or we were not aware of it's offense, that
it absolves us of the responsibility of
perpetuating a thing. But this is where
many do not see that anyone is capable'
of perpetuating racist behavior, evenif
they do not mean it or are aware of it.
The fact that there was lack of aware-
ness on the part of the' IDMV;and on the
part of the recipient of the plate stems
from people not understanding the im-
portance of including perspectives oth-
er than the obviously dominant one.
While it is relieving that the plate was
had a similar mes-
sage "stop grasp-
ing at straws".
Unfortunatley
this is what hap-
pens when an issue
that conflicts with
dominant views is
raised and instead
of trying to see why
it is important to
nun- dominant
views, the ten-
dancy is to judge it
through dominant
. value perspective.
This is what the
Cultural Center
works to raise
awareness about
. literally on a daily basis - because the
opportunities for this type of awareness
come on a daily basis. The challeng-
ing part about this is [he recipient's re-
sponse. The usual reaction to this type
of awareness raising is defensiveness.
But really by pointing these things out
we hope to start a dialogue and get these
issues out where people can talk about
them and get different views on a topic.
Wehave not been taught to have these
types of conversations respectfully, be-
cause they are uncomfortable and be-
cause we may tend to feel that anything
that challenges our individual value
system is a threat.
We propose that this reaction needs
to change. Let's have respectful and in-
formative exchanges that allow each of
us to understand where others are corn-
ing from- without feeling as though the
discussion itself takes away from our
values and beliefs. And even if we do
not agree with one another, at least each
side is exposed to another perspective
they might not have
considered.
not intentional, it is
difficult to believe
that the persons
approving the plate
couldn't see the of-
fensiveness of their
creation and that
the recipients of
the plate. did not
see it either.
This is clearly
part of the the un-
intentional racism
that occurs daily
by well-meaning
people who do not
realize why it could
be seen as offen-
sive, or 'people that
just do not have the
understanding of seeing things from a
non-dominant view.
The feedback we got from people
about this issue were all white and all
" It is difficult to
believe that
the persons
approving the
plate couldn't see
the offensiveness
of their creation
and that the
.recipients of the
plate did not
see. it either. "
Ro Alvarado-Parker is tile Boise State
Culture Center coordinator
The politics of Islamophobia
The real problem we're facing is both
a cultural divide comprised of reli-
gion and economics. In the late 1950s,
William Lederer and Eugene Burdick
wrote "The Ugly American," a novel
about our ambassadors and diplomats
in Southeast Asia trying to sell the
locals on American democracy while
the Communists were vying for the
same control.
While our representatives-in the
book-sat back and enjoyed the leisure
an American dollar could buy in an
impoverished nation, the Communists
were building irrigation ditches, water
treatment plants, etc.
I don't want to draw a dangerous par-
allel or invent one, but it seems to me
that history is once again repeating
itself. What benefits can American
democracy offer predominantly
Islamic nations?
I seriously doubt their freedom of
choice would entail Internet porn or
abortion. What kinds of examples have
the United States provided that would
entice the Middle East to democracy?
Credit 'card debt, MTV or how about
outrageous fuel consumption?
The problem is our sort of democra-
cy,Without the infrastructure or afflu-
ence to go along with it, is a sick joke to
play on other parts of the world.
Showing off our money to people
who have none, and expecting them
to follow our example, without the
necessary infrastructure or concomi-
tant freedoms we enjoy as Americans
is nothing more than foolish,
wishful thinking.
Until we can focus more ofour efforts
on building up other states, instead of
telling them how they should be more
like us, we will continue to inspire en-
mity halfway around the world, and
the war on terrorism will be lost.
To put it mildly, our foreign aid pro-
grams and diplomatic relations in the
Middle East are lacking compassion.
One look at the troubled region of
Darfur in Sudan will attest to this fact,
even as the U.S.worries over potentiali-
ties such as an Iranian or North Korean
state armed with a nuclear bomb.
The Marine killings in Haditha could
be attributed to this horrible lack ofun-
derstanding as well, although I can't
say I blame those men.
War is a nasty thing, I think we can
all agree, and when you place a pla-
toon's worth of testosterone in harm's
way-not knowing who's a friendly and
who'san enemy combatant-accidents
are bound to happen.
What I can't stomach is the idea
that representatives of our country in
combat fatigues carried out a revenge
killing after an lED took away one of
their comrades.
BY MICHAEL MCLASKEY
Opinion Writer
With the Islamic Courts Union now
in control of Mogadishu and all of
Somalia, the U.S. State Department is
showing an unprecedented amount
of foresight 'in its worry that such an
Islamic state could become a haven for
terrorists, especially al Queda.
After all, our backing of Somali war-
lords is what brought about this take-
over in the first place. It's evident that
in the "battle for hearts and minds,"
we are losing. .
This isn't the only statehood that
our State Department is worried
about; ever since the Hamas takeover
of Palestinian politics, finding money
for them has been a ruthless affair. It
seems that democracy is not always in .
favor of an American interpretation.
The way we see it is based on the majority opinions of
The Arbiter editorial board. Members of the board are Drew
Mayes, editor-in-chief; Marcus Hackler, business manager;
Heather English. production manager; Dustin Lapray, manag-
ing editor; Brandon Stoker, opinion editor; and Hadley Rush.
multimedia producer.
y colum-nists reflect the diversity of opinionin the academic community, and often will
be controversial, but they do not represent
the institutional opinion of the Arbiter or
any organization the author may be affill-
ated with unless it is labeled as such.
Guest opinions of no more than 500 words guest opinions and letters to the editor may
may be submitted for publication on any be sent via e-mail to letters@arbiteronline.
topic. Letters to the editor must not exceed com. The Arbiter cannot verify the accu-:
300 words and must include the writer's full • racy of statements made in letters to the
name, city, state and major (if applicable). editor; they reflect the opinion of the writ-
All submissions are subject !o editing. Both ers. Opinions expressed by guest and staff
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Globally
HOT
Journalist Entertainment
Each year new themes appear in
entertainment. We've seen the box-
ing stage with "Million Dollar Baby"
and "Ali," and then we've Seen the
animation stage with "Shrek" and
"Finding Nemo."
Today, the world of journalism is
on fire when it comes to what's hot to
watch. June 30th "The Devil Wears
Prada" starring Anne Hathaway hits
theaters adding to the trend of jour-
nalistic storylines.
In the past, movies with such
themes gained instant fans, such as
"13 going on 30" and "How to Lose a
Guy in 10 Days." Well, not only are
movies using journalism but even
MTV is cashing in with their latest
series "The Hills," following Lauren
Conrad ("Laguna Beach"), as she
embarks on life in Los Angeles
working for Teen Vogue. Journalism
is taking a major stand in the enter-
. tainment arena, and it's hot.
It's tres chic:"
Barbara, Barbara 'and
Company- provides what
serious fashionistas need
NOT
Paris Hilton drops it like
it's hot ... not
She's done it again. Paris Hilton
adds to her accomplishments with
her latest adventure in the music
world.
!fyou listen to the radio, you can't
help but pause in disbelief with the
newest whiny sensation of the pop
industry. Her latest single, "Stars are
Blind," amazes listeners with the
harsh reality that she can stay on
key. With its laid back undertones,
"Stars are Blind" may last a little
'while, but. with constant exposure
one will notice the lack of talent ac-
tually needed'for the song,
As the song continues to make
its debut, catch it while you can be-
cause everyone 'knows, making a
single just because your name sells
is not hot.
Locally
HOT
Outdoor Entertainment
With summer officially beginning
just-a short while ago, now is the
time to get outside and get active be-
fore it's gets even hotter. Signing up
for a couple 10kraces here and there
are a perfect way to add some fun to
summer. Not only do you get some
great exercise, but also races are
great places to meet fellow athletes
and enjoy the outdoors.
Other activities to take advantage
of include paddle boating in Julia
Davis Park, hiking at Camel's Back
and strolling down the greenbelt.
NOT
Drives in the North End
Going for a drive with some
friends, turning the radio up and
rolling the window down can make
life just that much better, unfortu-
nately driving through the North
End doesn't help.
Speaking from experience, I must
say that taking a spin through the
gated communities of Boise is one
eye-opening .embankment, espe-
cially driving a 1989 Ford Bronco
once used as a forest service vehtcle.
a.k.a. The Green Beast. .
Making my way through the hills,
it didn't take long to realize the Green
Beast wasn't wanted. Following a
train of BMWs and Lexus SUVs up
the road, each pulled to the side to
roll down their windows and give
me the look that says "Get the heU
out, your car depreciates my house,"
Taking the hint Imade my way out
of Boise's high society with one les-
son: judging people by vehIc1eisnot
hot and can ruin a drive all together .•
Nexttime, I'mheaded south .....
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we sell to Barbie dolls," she told me
as I continued to scan the store.
Lane said that she and Krogh start-
ed Barbara, Barbara, and Company
22 years ago in Nampa.
"Our customers would drive from
Boise to Nampa," she said.
I was intrigued by the boutique's
rich history. Barbara, Barbara and
Company has been on Bannock for
as long I can remember. Obviously
the shop changed more throughout
the years than just its window dis-
plays.
The duo eventually moved their
store to downtown Boise on Main
Street before settling in their cur-
rent location on Bannock.
Lane also insisted that quality
has been their first priority since
day one.
The store carries nothing less
than top clothing brands includ-
ing Free People and Beau Bois.
Most notably are the designer jeans
which sport labels like Hudson and
Earl.
Lane and Krogh discover many
of the labels they carry at markets
in Europe and New York. "We really
like to stay on top ofit, and give peo-
ple the cutting edge:' said Lane.
They also recognize that people
like to look unique, and therefore,
the store only carries 4 or 5 of each
item. .
After browsing for a little longer, I
finally decided on what I wanted to
purchase. "Oh you should check out
our new fall label,' said Lane,
"It's called BB...BB Dakota. You'd
LOVE it. We'll have the new
you can't help but linger then even-
tually stop and stare at' the variety'
of outfits hanging up.
Every time I shop in this petit
houtique, I am unsure of where to
begin.
Clothes and accessories seem to
explode off the shelves and racks
from left to right.
Dresses, T-shits, pants, shoes,
you name it and it's there. Today
was no exception. I ran my hand
through a rack of ridiculously cute
halter tops, deciding what I should
tryon first.
Luckily, Barbara Lane, who
co-owns Barbara, Barbara and
Company alongside her long-time
friend Barbara Krogh, was there to
assist me.
"We used to be Barbie dolls, now
~:F~{~~:q;c
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sion price is $10 for adults, but kids to their first concert to see 10 You're going to see that the seeds
The Venue is offering all Boise excellent bands, some of whom that have been planted in the last
State Students $2 off the adrnis- could very well springboard to su- couple ofyearsreallystarttocome
sion price with student ID, and per stardom, and your kids could to fruition in the corning months
you can get another $1 knocked say "I saw them at The Venue for and years. Some of the bands that
off the ticket price if you bring the first time with my parents one will be there like 'Bridging States'
inan old cell phone to donate to 4thofJuly." . arereallygoingtopopopeninthe
their fundraiser. Pick up a T-Shirt or a CD and next couple months."
!f that isn't enough to sell you, let your kids take them up to the Ifyou area top-40 music person
perhaps the prize giveaways will band for autographs.' Introduce and you have never delved into
be. With your paid admission you your children to music the right the realm of the unknown, it's
will receive one free raffle ticket way, to real musicians, who are time to step outside your comfort
which you can enter into a draw- passionate about music, and are zone and enjoy Boise's amaztngly
ing to win some awesome prizes. happy to share it with you. Give talented local bands and a few lip
The giveaways include' a long them something that Brittany and coming out-of-state groups
board and a skate board from the Spears and Puff Daddy can't; in- as well. Thisis your chance, step
Board Room, gift certificates and still in them an appreciation for into the unfamiliar and be' pre-
merchandise from The, Guitar music in its mosthonest and real pared to beastonished.
Center, and more. form. Doors open at 5 p.m. and the
Additional raffle tickets are I sat down with Dan Keck who -concert goes until 9:30, leaving
available to purchase for the bar- works for The Venue and is also a plenty of time for you to make it
gain price of an additional five member oftheband "Bank" who down to the fairgrounds forthe
tlcketsfor $10. wiU be performing at the show. fireworks. display. The Venue' is
This is definitely a family Dan and I discussed Boise's Indie located at 521 W. Broad Street in
friendly environment. There will' music scene and some of the art- downtown Boise. The info line
be balloon artists and an astro- ists who will be performingat the Is 208-919-0011 and web site is
jump available for the kids that festival. - www.boisevenue.com.
combined with the freehot dogs, Having been in a few garage The website lists all ofthe bands
lemoriadeand watermelon be- bands myself, I am fully aware of performing at the Indle Fest and
tween 5 and 7 p.m., which will the talented musicians Boise is provides links to all ofthe bands'
makethe kids more than happy to lucky enough tobehome to. My Space Pages, so feelfree to
attend this eyentwith you; ,. . pan hali this to say about Boise sample the bands you. wllIbe lIs-
IfYOtl wantto give your faItlily a Indle music; "I think that this .tenlng to liVe,atthe con~ert;-
4thofJulytorememller, tak~ your ,scene Isreally grp~ngup; really.
With a trendy assortment of clothing and high fashion influences from Europe and New York; Barbara, Barabara and
Company provides downtown Boise shoppers with unique pieces and a fun shopping atmosphere.
items in by July."
I made a 'mental note in my mind.
July. BB Dakota. Barbara, Barbara
and Company. I wouldn't miss it for
the world.
"Have a great day:' said Lane as
she handed over my shopping bag.
"You too," I replied. The customer
always comes first at this shop.
After quick sprint back to my car,
I was driving home, pleased by the
outcome of my shopping spree.
Fabulous with a little bit of chaos
never hurt anyone, especially when
it involved Barbara, Barbara and
Company.
!fyou want to check out the store
for yourself, it is open seven days a
week: Monday-Friday, 10:00 am-
6:00 pm, Saturday, 10:00 am- 5 pm,
and Sunday, 12:00 pm- 4:00 pm.
Indie Music for Independence Day:
The Venue goes patriotic
BY FRANCY MARCOTTE
Culture Writer
My last downtown shopping trip
was a mix of everything: fabulous.
with a spoonful of chaos.
After making a stop for coffee,
1 realized that I had less than an
hour left on my parking meter be-
fore my car was doomed to park-
ing ticket hell. With that thought
in mind and no extra change in my
purse, I made a mad dash to my fa-
vorite store: Barbara, Barbara and
Company.
Trust me, this boutique is worth
running downtown in heels for.
Located at 834 W.Bannock Street,
Barbara, Barbara and Company
provides appeal from the outside '
in. Walking by the window display,
BY SHANNON
MORGAN
Culture Writer
It's the time of year once again
when America prepares to cel-
ebrate every fireman's favor-
ite holiday, Independence Day.
Rednecks everywhere are already
stocking up on illegal fireworks
and beer, ready to blow off some
limbs and set their neighbor's
house on fire.iall in the name of
the 4th.
Since blown off limbs and
drunken rednecks don't exactly
do it for me anymore, I'm on the
hunt for something more laid
back and relaxed.
I wanted to find a place for my
friends and I to go where we could
unwind, bring our families and
really enjoy our time together on
this holiday. Imagine my delight
when I learned that The Venue
Concert House was hosting an
Indie Music Festival showcasing
10 bands" eight of which are 10"
cal. Being more of a music fanat-
ic than a redneck buff; this idea
seems. to have everything I am
looking for; ,
'.Children under.lz get into the
c~ricert for free, regular admis- .
'The Indie
Music Festival
.Featureslocal bands.
Where:
'" .. .
The venue Concert '
HOUSE! ...
,When:
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A H.ome of Your Own
lows you to pick and choose your
desired apartment. Calling allows
you to weed out all those places
that aren't for you without the time
waste of having to see it.
If you have. a dog and they
don't allow pets, why waste
time looking?
If your deal breaker is a private
washer and dryer, why see an
apartment that doesn't have the
washer and dryer but also doesn't
have any hookups for them? By
Finding a place to live should be spending a few minutes talking
easy and convenient. Landlords over the phone, you can save your-
should swing open the door and self hours oftime.
on bended knee beg you to live in The important part begins when
their vacant space. your list is narrowed. Everyone
Sadly, the opposite is usually true. you talk to is going to tell you about
. Tricky contracts, endless some special "Move in deal." Write
searching, and the end result is it down.
usually more expensive, and lack- If they tell you that you get the
ing in any kind of amenity that you first month's rent off, write it down.
wanted. Write down the person's name and
Well I'm here to help in the ask them if there Is a catch to that
apartment search with this handy deal.
tip guide. Let's start at the begin- Do you have to sign the lease in
ning. the next month? If the deal sounds
Set aside some time every week too good to be true, chances are
about two months before you need the next time you speak, the deal
to move out, preferably during will have changed, but they won't
working hours since most apart- tell you about it.
ment complexes have 9·5 business Suddenly a month's free rent
hours, where you can go and phys- becomes $20 dollars off a month
ically lookat apartments. but it's too late to try and find
Sure, pictures are nice, but another place.
sometimes it's better to physically Be sure to clarify how much you
stand in the space to get an idea of want to spend a month. Don't let
size. This time that is set aside can anyone. talk you into spending
also be spent calling apartment more than you can afford.
buildings and asking questions. This rule holds true to when it
That leads to the next step. What comes time to sign the lease.
do you want out of an apartment? If it's not what you had talked
Make a list of all the amenities and about, don't sign it! It's your mon-
perks you want in the place you ey and it's the place where you will
live. Washer and Dryer included? be spending 50% of your time, it
Microwave in the apartment? should be what you want!
What about the area itself. Is Ifworse comes to worse, you can
it important to live near a park? always try to negotiate a month
Do you need a place to allow ani- to month deal with your current
mals? How close to the connector apartment landlord.
or freeway? How far to the grocery In the end some of your dream
store? How far away from work or amenities might have to be let go
school? Next take a close look at in favor of costs or availabtlity.
the list and decide what is most The perfect apartment might
important. Ifyou want to live c1os- not become available until after
er to school than to work, write it you need to be out of your current
down. apartment. , '
Now use some of that set aside That's why it's always important
time to start calling places. There to have one or two places on the'
are plenty of' advertised' apdrt- : i Iisths abackup. Itls ntitthe'easiest'~
ments in The Statesman, and thing to find an apartment and the
apartments.corn. earlier you start narrowing your
Two other resources that I like search, the better. .
are booklets that you can pick Sadly, it is a necessary evil in'
up in those nice green plastic college life, but if you just focus
dispensers or outside Winco or on finding what you want, it will
Wal Mart, For Rent and Apartment become easier and when it's time
Finder. Both are free and will give to move again, you may just have
you a good idea of where to start found such a nice place 'that your.
looking. address will stay the same for an-
Each of these resources al- other year.
All you need
to know about
renting to save
time and money
BY MEGAN CURTIS
Culture Writer
Men vs. Women
on the road
BY K. KIRK
Culture Writer
I've heard common phrases mut-
tered repeatedly in the Boise area
much more frequently then before:
They all relate to driving, and they
all relate to ·the "other" driver. I
have caught myself muttering them
under my breath from time to time
also. My "conscience" sits in the
back seat though, and reminds me
that I'm making assumptions when
I say such things. The most com-
mon phrases echoing in my eats
as I drive range from 2C driver, to
no survivors, go back to where you
came from, California drivers, city
drivers, and the two most common
related to gender; damn women
drivers, and the amiable @$$ for
the opposite spectrum.
All of these quotes being
screamed and spewed forth from
angry drivers over the last couple of
weeks has inspired me to observe
driving patterns of everyone I see
when I'm on the road a bit more .•1
can't say I noticed California plate
vehicles being driven any more ag-
gressively than Ada county plate
vehicles. I didn't see any difference
with the infamous "2C" drivers ei-
ther. There was one curiosity how-
ever, that I did observe time and
again. The same men and women
that may hang out together, or pass
a friendly hello when walking by
one another are sometimes dan-
gerously competitive once they sit
behind the wheel.
I didn't see any evidence that a
man or woman in general drives
any different. Men and women were
equally aggressive and defensive in
their driving patterns. They were
equally as likely to be thoughtless
about when they timed pulling out
into traffic or turned off a road, or
what parking space they might use.
They were equally as likely to be
on their cell phone, whether hands
free or otherwise, not only while
driving, but also with family and
friends in the vehicle with them.
The factor that really surprised
me though is that when it comes to
aggressive driving, men are much
more likely to suddenly pull in front
of, force their way over, or in other
ways, drive dangerously around
woman drivers, The same male
aggressive drivers rarely pushed
their aggressive driving on .other
men. They were more likely to slow
down to pull behind another man,
slow down to let another man over
where they might have driven far to
close to the vehicle in front with a
woman attempting to merge, and
. in general were much nicer to oth-
er male drivers. The same pattern
emerged with female drivers. They
were much more aggressive to-
wards-male drivers, more likely to
be rude and thoughtless in general,
and much more likely to give way to
other female drivers and drive a lit-
tle more carefully around them, As
there is with any "study", there are
always exceptions. I am generaliz-
ing a bit for sake of this article, and
for the fact that the exceptions were
rather rare and far between.
Why is there such vehemence for
the opposite sex behind the wheel?
Is this the only place most wom-
en feel comfortable pushing men
around and vice versa? Is it easier to
be callous when I'm not face to face
with the other person?What creates
these driving patterns? Despite the
rumors that men are more aggres-
sive, and women simply can't judge
distance and are too timid behind
the wheel, overall men and women
both handle themselves equally ca-
pablyin a vehicle. I justwonder ifit's
possible to take that more thought-
. ful approach we give our own gen-
der and apply it to the "other" driv-
ers out there. Personally, I will be
more aware of how I drive around
the "other" when I'm behind the
wheel. I hope, if nothing else, this
article makes someone else think
about their own actions too.
What's coming to
the movies
BY KATRINA SAVITZ
Assistant Culture Editor
JU~28'2006
Superman turllS'
Superman comes aek after years on hiatus to
save Metropolis from Lex Luthor, who.is always
up to no good. Kevin Spacey enthraIishs as Lex
Luthor, meanwhile Kate Bosworth'portrays a
stunning Lois Lane, FolloWing the unfortunate
death of Christopher Reeve, Brandon Routh,
who made several appearances on various tele-
vision' shows including "Will & Grace" coura-
geously takes on the role of Clark Kent.
Matt Dillon is tested when Dillon's immature
best friend Dupree played by Owen Wilson sud-
denly loses his apartment and moves into their
house.
Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead Man's Chest
Johnny Depp, Orlando Bloom, and Keira
Knightley return to the big screen in the sequel
to the Pirates of the Caribbean.
As always Captain Jack Sparrow (Depp) is in
trouble and in attempt to mend his dilemma he
enlists Bloom and Knightley to accornprnany
him on another adventure.
A.S~'~'h~et~D~l'kIy' ,
In this psychedelic thriller, Keanu Reeves
plays an undercover police officer named
Fred, who experiences a 'double personal-
ity disorder after taking an illegal drug called
Substance D, '"
His alter ego, Bob is a drug dealer, so Fred
- recruits his fellow police officers to create a
highly structured plan to bring Bob down.
Reeves is accompanied by Robert Downey Jr.
and Winona Hyder.
June 30, 2006
'.TheDe'VilWears~Prada,,'i,
Anne Hathaway plays a woman who lands
, a dream job working at a successful magazine
and working under one of the best editors in
New York City. Unfortunately this editor, played
by Meryl Streep has the reputation of having the
nastiest attitude.
Ju]y7,2006
You, Me and Dupree
The sanity of newlyweds Kate Hudson and
Ie- . ~' . ., . .'"Ii:'? " . ~ .~,t ~" _<.'. '
"Look Momma a Puppy!" Pudgy little nic outlooks that surround the area.
ice cream covered fingers dart out in Just as my handsome spandex clad
the direction of a lovely young woman biker boys ride out of view, a not so in
I'msittingundertheCalistogacanopy jogging with her bulldog puppy. She shape cyclist rides in it, apparently un-
at Lucky 13 in Hyde Park, sipping my ice was happy to stop and let her dog show- concerned that his belly had freed itself
. water, totally relaxed, and Ican't help er the boys with kisses while they doted from the tight constraints ofthe span-
but think how lucky Iam to live in one upon him with a charming youthful en- dex he was sporting and was bouncing-
ofthe most beautiful cities in America. chantment. . .a.bout to the rhythm ofhis peddling,
Icouldn't have asked for a more gor- Deciding that ice-creamsoundsbril-· wondering when it can expect the next
geous day to enjoy this historic Boise Iiant on a day like this, Iwalk over to Wave of beers to make their way down.
location. Sunbeams are dancing on the "Goody's Goodies" to satisfymy sudden "Good feeling gone." I think to my-
vibrant flowers that are tn bloom' all craving. This shop takes me back to my self. I have the sudden urge to do a gut
over the area, and the temperature.Is a favorite ehildhood movie ·Willie Wonka check of my own. Ilook at my ice cream
comfortable 78 degrees. and The Chocolate Factory." Istart to cone, decide maybe I don't need the ex-
I' feel like. I'm part, of a .Norman hum "The Candy Man Can" as my eyes tra calories after all, and toss it in the
Rockwell picture, the landscape around dart around taking in the kaleidoscope trash. Time to be on the move again, I
me is painting the perfect American of colorful sweets all around me. have yet to checkout the Annque shops
Dream. . . .., "Oh, my, my, what is this?" I exclaim and old book stores that grace the area,
One of my favorite things to do in as Ilook down to see the crowned jewel so I gather up my purchases, and con-
Hyde Park is lounge around on one of of my sweet tooth's expedition, "Hand tinue on my merryway. .
the outdoor patios and people-watch. crafted chocolates! Man I'm in trouble! Back on the street again, completely
On most given days, you wiII find I better get a couple of these too .. .for my buzzed on the sugar high of my life, I
the strip of restaurants, bars and shops Mom of course ... she loves chocolate." start to walk and absorb more of this
which line 13th street in the North End The.woman behind the counrercocksspectacular day. taking extra' care' to
of Boise,. full of people enjoying their her eyebrow up and tosses me a know- . hold' iii my feminine curves as I stroll
food and cheerful conversations. Today ing look. She's aware I'm full of it and as past The Parrilla Grill. I haire It on good
the atmosphere is tranquil, with a jo- soon as Iget my happy butt out the door' authority that this is afavoritehang out,
vial, contented vibe. I'll be devouring those chocolates\'iith ofthe frat boys from Kappa Sigma; arid I .
.I catch' pieces of the conversations the determined zeal of a crack addict don't want to disappoint any fellas who
going on around me; punch lines from with a toothbrush and a dirty sink. . may be people-watching me.
jokes,girlfriends gossiping about their I pay for my things and bring my cu-' All of us out enjoying this day- me,
dates, guys talking about their new linary treasures to the outdoor patio to the boys from Kappa Sigma and the su-
cars and less than perfect jobs. Life and find a serene retreatwhereI can people- .per sexy in spandex. bouncing beer gut,
la\lghiersurround' Us as we friendly watch once more. cyclist mail - have one thing in com-
strangers lounge togeth~r and -",orkon Speaking of "Oh, my, my!· ...! glance mon: we love our city. .
OUl'tans: ..•. '. .:.\overto seeapa.ckofhandsome cyClists, WeIove thevivaci0lls, energeticfeel
\W1ti1~rt1apnating tPere;.basklTlg:,grap~fUMY ~~g theiIway,c!q,wn the of Hyde Park,welove the, people,.~d.:
irithe ~rlspiedthese two ado~able",street:In:~eirC1it~ littI~,~i¥~~,spandexwe love the sUQshine. Take m,y adyiee;"
.blond-haired;bIUlfeyed, identical·~n~;and.matchin~hehnets;{':·f(t~j~\" .........•..' .. go d~wn to the Hyqe Park and pick a
;t~~~r·~~ri~c:rc~~re~~::~:·,,:irl~~W~~:;r~;~;r:~~~:;·i! •
.' c.esllndliritoth~lrsh1rtsi'>'Lare. ~~.uPtQClqJ)e1S'B,~- ." -. -- ~ - - .- . ,-'. -. --
BY SHANNON MORGAN
Culture WriterChocolate
and spandex
on a Tl1ursday
afternoon:
'Ahhh.
The wonders
of I
I
• •
;
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creativity of this writer. That idea goes out the door upon arrival.
Mugs are boring! Instead the coveted item of choice is alone standing
giraffe,
The next step in becoming the Michelangelo of the 21" century is to se-
lect the brushes. This task is a difficult one, because this writer has next
to zero experience with art, minus a general art class taken in high school
and an art film appreciation course. Oh well, everyone's probably in the
same boat here.
The giraffe is about four inches high, so brushes with fine short bristles
are chosen. .
After t111~ brush selection, comes color selection. Giraffes are a pas-
sion of this writer; therefore color choice is not difficult. Brown, black
and cream colors are 'needed to complete the masterpiece. Moose tracks,
happy trails, a black lab and a yellow pencil are chosen.
After selecting a table and laying down the paint, giraffe, and brushes,
a strange idea comes to mind. Is the paint supposed to go directly onto
the sunflower placemat? That idea is quickly dismissed as the pottery
mini palette is discovered inches away. The paint is poured and the pro-
cess of creating a masterpiece begins.
By this time most of the children have left the studio, and only a few se-
lect adults remain. This is more relaxing than before. Unfortunately, the
process of painstakingly painting each individual spot on a giraffe is very
time consuming. Ifpatience isn't a virtue, don't come to "Artist for a Day."
It takes time to make a piece look great.
After several attempts and an hour and a half the giraffe is finished.
What a sense of accomplishment.
At the counter the giraffe is presented as the cashier takes the barcode
off the foot and puts it on the receipt.
The little thing costs $8.50, plus a $6.00 studio fee for paints, brushes,
glaze, and kiln usage. The total amount is around $15.00. After whipping
out a debit card the cashier asks, "Did you have fun?" "Yes. It's a bit time
consuming, but I had fun." Once at the counter, I learned that the giraffe
may be picked up within a week, and the studio will call when it's fin-
ished.
Check it out with a friend, or by yourself. The summer hours at "Artist
for a Day" are 10:00a.m.-l0:00p.m. Monday-Friday. Saturday ll:OOa.m.-
10:00p.m. Sunday 1l:OOa.m.-7:00p.m.
"Artist for a day:" the paint it
yourself pottery experience
;';.' ..•,..' "' ..'.\.
"t· .....
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"Artist for a Day," located in the Boise Spectrum, offers artists and others a warm environ-
rnent .and walls stocked with pottery supplies for an experience filled with fun a~d creatiVity.
BY LINDSEY PARKER
Culture Writer
Here's a fun activity for any prospective young Leonardo Da Vinci's out
there, "Artist For a Day" in the Boise Spectrum (7609 West Overland Hoad)
is the place to be, to test creativity, or kill time out of the summer heat.
Here's how it works.
First, pick a piece of pottery from the huge selection of items in the gal-
lery. 'Second, paint it with stencils, sponges, stamps, or paintbrushes.
Third, leave the painted pottery at the shop to be glazed with a topcoat,
and fired in the kiln. Fourth, pick up the finisl~ed piece of pottery in a
week or so, Tile process sounds easy, and it is.
This is not the place to go if your feeling indecisive. The huge selec-
tion of pottery items inthe shop ranges from children's stools, to goblets,
photo frames, light switch plates, and tea sets, There are bowls, plates,
lizards, cheerleader statues, and even piggy banks.
Each different item is a different price, and is marked with a barcode
underneath each piece.
Entering this world crafted almost entirely of pottery expands the
imagination and feeds the creative center of one's brain. The atmosphere
inside the studio is a relaxed one, even with a dozen small children ex-
citedly ogling the pottery. This shop seems to be a very family friendly
place.
It's not wise to visit the studio with intent to discuss the philosophies of
Pluto or Aristotle, which will lead to a migraine. This is the place to come
with a friend or a date to get out of the norms of life.
There's a stereo in the middle of the studio emitting playfully melodic-
music from 94.9 the Hiver. Not exactly the greatest music selection, how-
ever it's better than some.
Several wooden tables stand in the middle of the studio with-various
placernats, water bowls, mini-palettes, and sponges set for use by the pa-
trons. Chairs line the sides of the tables as well. The setup is similar to
that of a restaurant, but the smell of food is nowhere to be found. Instead
there's an overpowering smell of pottery, glaze, and paint. That's to be
expected obviously. It is a pottery shop.
Next it's time to select a piece of art to paint. Before arriving at the stu-
dio, a notion came to my mind su~gesting a mug would suffice to feed the
a ., io eo ___ , .2 ~..; . • ( 1-' 4 ¥ e j .4.4 •. ,.:; t·.- •• i •.~ .-WI, ,.,,
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Sandler clicks with
audiences, again
Being healthy is all about knowing your limits
BY KATRINA SAVITZ
Assistant Culture Editor
After life deals Michael Newman
played by Adam Sandler one too
many low blows he is forced to
search for a short cut.
The short cut in question is a uni-
versal remote control to which he
can at least turn on his television
without opening the garage door.
Fortunately for Newman he finds
himself in Bed Bath and Beyond
and meets a mad scientist Morty
(Christopher Walken) in the "Way
Beyond" department of the retail
store.
Morty offers him a new and im-
proved universal remote 111 which
Newman can merely "Point and
click" his life into rewind or fast
forward. Seems like a dream come
true, right?
Not exactly.
Newman gets carried away and
begins to fast forward through peri-
BY K.KIRK
Culture Writer
I've been told that you should
listen to your inner child, that you
should schedule time for each thing
you choose to take responsibility
for, that you should set aside time
where you can be alone every week
at minimum.
I know I've taken on too much my-
self at one time. I've overscheduled
myself, reached my breaking point,
and even come to the point where I
have snapped at those I care about. I
attend BSU full time, work full time
as a human engineer (mom), and
part time as a journalist.
This does not address the fact
that "I have to dedicate hours each
week for homework and study, per-
sonal obligation, errands, preparing
meals, and the kid's activities and
groups I need to run them to and
participate in. I find it troublesome
enough to find time once a week for
myself for even one hour, let alone
every day as is the ideal.
This thought brought me to won-
der, how do we know when we have
reached our own limit? How much
responsibility can one person take
at any given time? How much time
does one person really have in one
day or week, or life? How do we
know when to say no more? How do
we know when to be a little selfish
with our time for our own sanit y?
ods of his life until years begin to fly
) by and he ultimately loses his wife
and misses out on special moments
in his children's lives.
Adam. Sandler gives audiences
another one of his comedic genius
creations.
As always this nonstop laugh
inducing film reminds audiences
why everyone loves Adam Sandler.
Click encompasses three great
features; a hilarious storyline,
a star studded cast, and a valu-
able lesson. Around every corner
Sandler delivers his signature sar-
casm and wit to keep audiences
begging for mor~.
Meanwhile, the talented Kate
Beckinsale, Christopher Walken,
David Hasselhoff, Henry 'The
Fonze' Winkler, and Sean Asten
compliment the film through co-
medic collaboration and undeni-
able flair, -
Lastly, audiences learn that
organizing one's priorities is key
Nothing is more interrelated with
personal limits than stress load.
More personal obligations equate
to stress.
Stress is not always a bad thing.
In fact, most of the time it can help
motivate one to accomplish or begin
tasks they have set or need to finish.
Stress capability is different for each
person however. No one person can
handle the same stress load as one
individual and simply fall into the
role without a problem.
One example of this is a young
woman I spoke to. She is 19-years
old, lives in the dorms, and does
not have to work her way through
school. Her parents are supporting
her post -primary academic achieve-
ments.
She spoke about 'how much stress
she felt over her homework load and
classes, not to mention the work of
keeping up with her friendships and
family relationships on a regular ba-
sis. For her, this was the maximum
stress she felt comfortable handling.
She seemed to have a rather solid
handle on when she'd been given
enough responsibly and Iiow to say
no. She could not express how she
knew though when asked.
She did sayshe had an emotionally
comfortable childhoodand felt this
may have helped her now to know
her own limits. That may not seem
like a hard thing to do, but many
of us do not have a healthy level of
to happiness.
Merely pushing one aside (espe-
cially if your priority is your family)
accomplishes nothing.
Through. the remote, Newman
was able to navigate through his
life by using the menu screen.
One option called Life with
Commentary was extremely funny
because it was narrated by James
Earl Jones who is known for doing
several voice overs. •
In addition to the scenes with
narration, Click referred to some
old characters from previous Adam
Sandler films, for instance re-
member the 0' Doyle'S from Billy
Madison?
Well that pesky family is back.
This time young 0' Doyle' is .the
culprit, he demeans Newman ev-
ery chance he gets.
All I kept thinking about was the
scene in Billy Madison when the
0' Doyle family car slips on the
banana peel and leaps of the cliff,
stress. We schedule multiple tasks
to be accomplished simultaneously
and then drop the ball on each one
at once when we panic or snap.
I interviewed several people about
what they thought was enough stress
and how to say enough. There were
three interviewees over fifty, three
in the 30-40 range, and three under
twenty. Those in the first category
stated that they still struggle to know
when enough is enough.
Two of them are retired, yet one
of the two finds himself running
for political officJ's in the small
town they inhabit, launching out
on complicated home improvement
jobs, and volunteering time for the
younger generation that need older
role models. He stated that he works
more now than he did when he was
working. I was told fhat knowing
when you've taken on enough at any
age is "a real tough call".
The third of the first set of' inter-
viewees was female. She feels stress
and over-scheduling oneself are
closely linked to the economic sys-
tem and that most people feel obli-
gated with a job or friends;
People need to have education
on understanding their personal
limits and how to see the edge. "I
think it's tied up in keeping up with
the Jones's. We feel we're not doing
enough."
Another person stated that for
them "stress is the condition in
Persephone's Bees are
rocking, not stinging
BY FRANCY MARCOTTE
Culture Writer
What does it take 'to make
Persephone's Bees? Mix electronic
keyboards with retro vibes, add in
some catchy vocals, then top it off
with some good old California and
Russian spirit and you've got your-
self the hottest new band for this
summer.
I was first introduced to
Persephone's Bees last summer
when I saw the flick "Bewitched."
It was one of those cases where the
soundtrack was better than the
movie, and I was soon addicted to
one song in particular: "City of Love"
by Persephone's Bees.
The song was spunky, a bit car-
nival-sounding, and I found myself
grooving to it like it was summer-
time in the 1970s.
For awhile, "City of Love" was all
I was able to associate Persephone's
Bees with until I discovered their
Myspace profile. Now, not only was
I able to listen to more of their songs,
but there was an abundance of in-
formation available about this band
. Iloved.
Persephone's Bees is comprised
of Russian native Angelina Moysov
(lead vocalist, songwriter, key-
boards, and bass), Tom Ayres (gui-
tar, vocals), Paul Bertolino (drums,
vocals) and Bart Davenport (bass,
vocals).
The band was formed in 1993
when Moysov tl1loved to America
from Russia and met Ayres. It's no
surprise that Persephctne's Bees re-
flects the Russian folk music Moysov
was influenced by. In fact, one of
the songs available on the band's
Myspace profile, "Muzika Dlya
Firma" has Russian lyrics .juxta-
posed with folk and rock sounds.
Another song, "Nice Day" resem-
bles the style of "City of Love" in the
sense that itis playful, and takes ad-
vantage of the keyboard. The lyrics
in "Nice Day" celebrate diversity.
"On a nice day, I don't care what they
say: .
The final song I listened to was
called "Home: This song differed
from the rest of Persephone's Bees'
music because it was more low-key.
Moysov sang lyrics that. were nos-
talgic oflove and times past .. "Corne
. back my sweet dreams, don't leave
me..alone. Let's start from the place
where we stopped ..:when I loved
you, when I loved him, when I loved .
her, I loved myself."
. Surprisingly, Persephone's .Bees
has yet to release a full-length CD.
Luckily, fans won't have to wait long.
The band's first album, "Notes from
the Underworld,· comes out onIune
20. Until then, their music can be
listened to Via their Myspace profile:
www.myspace.com/perseph()nes-
bees, or the band's official website:
wWw.perseph()nesbees.com.
Persephone's Bees has my high-
est recommendation. Considering
that's, coming from a person who
usually runs llWflY from bees in fear,
.it's ilIlimptessiVl! accompIish::~ent.
meanwhile chanting, "0' Doyle's
rule!" Will they ever learn?
Audiences even get a glimpse (or
two) of Sean Asten is a Speedo.
Although, I am not quite sure
that is a good thing.
In the end, I left Click reflecting
on my own life and how Ioften wish
I could skip through meals, or as-
signments, even sleep just to save a
few hours in my day to get other re-
sponsibilities accomplished.
But, now I realize risking my
health or anything else for that
matter is not worth it.
Toward the end Newman finds
himseif saggy and alone.
The success that he always
dreamed of obtaining for his fam-
ily was fulfilled; unfortunately he
had no one to share it with.
Newman awoke to find that he
had been asleep in a store display
bed and had been merely dreaming
of his demise.
He was given a second chance.
which there is a 'conflict between
the mind and body". This is not nec-
essarily a bad thing. They found that
conflict stimulating and energizing
at times. However, when it becomes
too large a conflict, they snapped.
Everyone I interviewed, in one
phrasing or another, stated that just
when they thought they had every-
thing figured out and were ahead of
the game, they fell off the cliff. None
of them admitted to having anyidea
on when to say they could take on no
more.
I received some advice from each
person as to how to cope with the
loads they take on. I was given sug-
gestions such as window shopping,
taking an early morning walk, med-
itation, regular exercise scheduled
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each day, personal time outs, pets,
and last, but somewhat intrigning,
mini-vacations. A mini-vacatinn is
somewhat like meditation, but in
-only five-minute spurts. You can be
anywhere, a classroom, studying,
exercising, but preferably not driv-
ing.
Close your eyes for three to five
minutes and take yourself on "va-
cation" wherever to help you to rc-
lax. Don't forget to breathe slowly
and deep into your soul. Find your
source and tap into it. Then rejoin
reality.
I did not find a definitive answer
to the question of when to know
enough is enough, but I 'did receive
some interesting advice. When
we are truly at our best stress level,
we are creative.
When you reach the point where
life is no longer enjoyable, 'when
what you're doing is no longer en-
joyahle, you 'VB exceeded your limit.
When you no longer see avenues,
hut obstacles, you've come too
far. A lot of people had suggestions,
but few could recognize when to
say enough.
Iwill continue to he a full time
mom, student, wife, driver, coach,
maid, and chef. Iwill also try to have
more' inward conversations, and
learn better how to listen when I'm
being told enough, before I reach
that cliff. .
Let's all try to recognize our own
limits, and don't forget to take regu-
lar mini-vacations.
...the dark
is afraidof , .i
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY
Managing Editor
The Boise State Athletic
Department has a new man at the
helm of the strength and condition-
ing program.
Tim Socha, an alumnus of the
University of Minnesota took over
·the program this spring replacing
Jeff Pittman, who had run the pro-
gram for seven years. The Broncos
won six league titles in Pittman's
tenure.
"Pitt was a great strength coach,
awesome at what he did:' Socha
said. "He built this program, this
weight room, into what it is and
made it a very attractive job."
Socha played for Pittman at
Minnesota while he was a graduate
assistant for the Golden Gophers
and has a lot of respect for what he
accoinplished at Boise State. '
But Pittman is gone to join Coach
Dan Hawkins at the University of
Colorado, and Socha is the man at
BSU.
The Job
Socha's main responsibilities at
BSU arc to establish the workout
programs for football and men's
basketball. He also oversees his two
assistants (Jared Aurich and Jordan
McCoy) who make the programs for
the other sports at BSU.
"They do a great job:' Socha said.
"I was fortunate to get two awesome
people that were already on staff, so
that made it a real easy transition
for me. They essentially take care of
their teams and I oversee any prob-
lems they might have."
Socha works as a mediator be-
tween the specific coaches and his
assistants.
Each sport on the Bronco calen-
dar has its own workout regiment.
"We believe, as a staff, in being
very sport specific:' Socha said.
"The football players aren't going to
do the same lifts as the men's bas-
ketball players, who aren't going to
do the same lifts as the volleyball
. team, who aren't going to do the
same things as SWimming, when
we start swimming. A wrestler is
going to lift different than a tennis
player, obviously. Wrestlers are go-
ing to work more on grip strength.
Tennis players are going to work
more on rotational, core exercises,
and things like that."
The workout programs entail do-
ing the proper lifts and techniques
in the weight room- certain agil-
ity and conditioning drills that are
needed for athletes to excel in each
'Sport.
Socha said that his basketball
players do more aerobic exercises-
not as much as cross country run-
ners-but more than the football
players, due to the vast amount of
running involved in basketball.
"Football is more anaerobic,
filled with 5-l?-7 second burstsand
then taking 30 second rests," Socha
said. '
The bursts and breaks in the regi-
ments are meant to simulate game
action.
In football' workouts, the break-
down is not just sport specific, but
also position specific; linemen,
receivers, and backs each do exer-
cises that fit into what they want to
accomplish on the field.
"Asa staff, we need to break down
every sport as to what's going on;
see how it works, who's doing what,
how that all works, and how we can
train them the best to be great at
what they're doing," Socha said.
~The linemen aren't going to work
out like the receivers. If you come
out to one of our summer runs,
you'll see some of our linemen run-
.ning lO-yard bursts at 100 percent
and the skill guys running 40s at 75
percent because that's more of what
they do. They are going to burst 10
yards and play explosively, while
the skill guys are going to run long-
distance so they need to work on
top speed."
Summer workouts
The Bronco football team is
preparing to defend its Western
Athletic Conference title. To do
that, the players must work hard
throughout the school year and
during the summer .
"The biggest thing we're working
on this summer is building strength
and power in the weight room:'
" This place is
awesome ... they
want to grow. I
have. no 'desire
to go anywhere
else. The kids
,work hard; they
have the right
mentality. " ,
Socha said. "So we're staying in the
lower rep range, working on our
Olympic lifts, working a lower rep
range and heavier liftsin the weight
room."
The Olympic lifts Socha said his
players are working on are hang
cleans, power clean,' clean snatch,
quick jerks, dumbbell jerks, and
dumbbell snatches. Socha said he
never allows dumbbell cleans be-
cause of the awkward movements
involved which may cause injuries.
The team is also involved in some
slightly unorthodox training exer-
cises. Socha has the linemen push-
ing golf carts and Gator vehicles
loaded with weights around the
practice field and track to simulate
the pushing action required in a
game.
"I don't think they've done any-
thing like that in the past," Socha
said. "So it's going to be a little dlf-
ferent for them, a little new, but I
think it will help them a bunch in
the long run. There are so many
things in football with linemen,
offensive linemen, and defensive
tackles where they are constantly
pushing against someone."
Last week the Broncos had their
longest conditioning day ofthe year.
Socha said it wasn't the hardest, but
the longest (yardage-wise) that the
team will run. Now the Broncos are
working on fine-tuning their run-
ning skills.
They are working on changes of
direction to get the players ready to
ephedrine:' Socha said. "The big-
gest guys you have to watch are
weight-loss guys. Kids are smart
nowadays. They know about
Ephedra. A lot of things don't even
have enough Ephedra anymore. We
haven't seen a lot of problems with
that."
The NCAA has regulations ban-
ning a number of substances, in-
cluding various steroids, but the
governing body also has regula-
'tions as to what a school can do to'
regulate the supplements its ath-
letes can take.
"Essentially you can only. give out
a protein shake. No creatine or any-
thing," Socha said.
But students can still take things
outside of .the department to help
them get stronger, To regulate this,
the staff asks its athletes to bring in
the labels of the supplements they
are using to make sure they are
not taking a banned substance ac-
cidental!i'. They also save the play-
ers money by letting them know
whether a supplement will actually
help them.
"I don't know if we have 100 per-
cent compliance on that or not:'
Socha said. "We can't monitor as
much as we'd like to because of the
rules, so' it makes it a little tough.
We kind of have to work on the hon-
or system."
Aplayer may also take something
and fail a test because a banned
substance was not listed on the nu-
tritionallabel.
Tlie FDA does not regulate sup-
plements, but they are available at a
dozen stores in the Treasure Valley.
The best way for the athletes to
stay out oft rouble with the NCAA is
to not take the supplements at all.
"The biggest thing we're always
preaching is nutrition:' Socha said.
"If they eat right and do what they
are supposed to do when they are
eating- eating the proper foods and
eating at the proper time- basically
they don't need to take a lot of other
supplements."
PHOTO COURTESY BRONCOSPORTS
make those instantaneous move-
ments required to 'Succeed 'on the
football field.
The cycle
One of the staples of Socha's work-
out regiment is variation: Every so
often he will change the types of
exercises for athletes, so that their
bodies are constantly tested with
new movements and resistances.
"If you always do the same thing,
you are going to plateau and you're
eventually going to drop back
down:' Socha said. "So you're al-
ways constantly trying to figure
out how to shock their system and
making their bodies adapt to what
they're doing so they'll continue to
grow and get stronger."
The workouts aren't drastically
different though. They are mere ad-
justments to a lift, like changing
the angle or positisn in a lift in or-
der to force an athlete to use a dif-
ferent part of a muscle. They work
the same muscles, but in a different
way, so as to build an overall body
of strength.
Nutrition
Abig worry on college campuses,
especially in the athletic depart-
ments in the past, has been the
use .and abuse of supplements-
Ephedrine in particular.
"We've talked to our guys about
it, talked to them about not using
The decks
A tradition of the BSU football
See Socha [page 11]
Triathlon Club tests its limits. '
BY MERIN TIGERT
Sports Editor
Five athletes from Boise State
competed with over 2000 regis-
tered Ironman athletes in Coeur
d'Alene on Sunday, June 25.
Organic Chemistry Professor Mike
McCormick, and students Kip
Sharboro and Tim Tracey, Dawn
Edwards, and Jon Kinzer had been
training .since February .'to test
themselves against. triathlon ex-
haustion.
, The race started out at seven am.
with a2.4miJe dtPiIi Lake Coeur
d'Alene;Jollowed by a 112mile bike
. tide :thr~Hih downto\\ltl; and lin"
" "< -·r_·~r':.-.·' '., ,"- .' :.. ' - ", ",;:
ished up with a 26.2 mile marathon the streets. Unfortunately for the
run. competitors, Coeur a'Aiene was
All of the courses at lronman unseasonably warm on the 25th,
Coeur d'Alene are two-loop affairs, with the air temperature staying in
making it easy for spectators to the 90s. "You've got to keep in mind
watch the entire race, but creating a that we're on the asphalt," .Kinzer
challenge for the athletes; Trying to said, "the asphalt picks up heat, so
swim in a lake with over 2000 oth- if It's 92 it feels like 100: .The heat
er competitors Can become more took its toll on all of the.athletes,
,of a battle than a race. "The only 'slowlng theflnishlng times,
way I can describe the swim is try- The first Boise .Sate competitor .
ing to swim through a blender, or a to finish the Ironmen, Sharboro,
thirty·five minute boxing match," crossed the .llne just after thelZ·
Boise Sate competitor Kipzersald, hour mark. . ,
"I got my goggles ripped off, sucker ' The Test of the group followed
punched In the: mouth, kicked in; tltrilUgh and completed the race '
the jli\i imdwhackedin,the back of ··withinthe17-'hour' time. Ihm!.
the'~ea~withafistlUldai1elbo\\''''.~lt was a: fun day,· said Kinzer,
.: After' the swhD therilce:'tOOkto '7toligbUlfUll."· ,.,." .. ,
< •• C,:'._, ,<' .'.:_." ~~ _.' ~':'."_'> ~ '.":__".;~-._"._;~_":.::.\:-..._. _"
Summer heat
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY
Sports Columnist
Summer has officially begun. I
sweat afternoon sweats.
Inside this sports enthusiast lies
a craving for gridiron August. For
the present, that need is intense. Yet
I am deprived of my addiction, like
some locked-up junkie.
I play Madden because it's as close
as I catl get. I search the wire for the
oddest National Football League
story out there, because it is the only
NFL story out there. I watch day
baseball and know that those 25-
man teams have been working hard
since March and the lucky ones will
play until November. But I don't re-
ally care about baseball yet.
I saw the Carolina Panthers win
the Stanley Cup and didn't really
care; I have this sore spot in my soul
where the National Hockey League
formerly resided. Now the scar tis-
sue is a muscled wound I want to
forget. To be absolutely honest, the
only coverage I saw ofthe NHL play-
offs (other than the highlights on
SportsCenter) was the final 37 sec-
onds of game seven of the finals. The
finals were the only games aired on
a station I actually gel. How bad did
the NI-ILscrew up to have to get the
playoffs covered by the Outdoor Life
Network? The Canes whooped and
hollered and they worked hard to
get four names on the most-honored
trophy in sports.
I can respect them for the effort
put forth to win and all of the oth-
ers to play, but I didn't watch this
yearout of spite. It's not like I had
to cover the games or anything. I'm
technically not even a sports writer
anymore.
That's right kids, this lowly beast of
burden has moved to upper manage-
ment.Luckily I still get the honor of"
splurging my nonsense on a weekly
basis through this forum. Due to re-
designs and a losing argument with
Mr. Mayes, I lost my groovy graphic
penned by Mr. Ben Upchurch (that
,big-headed cannon-bailer tagged
"Dumpster"). Now I get my picture
in the paper and asomewhat witty
tagline to distinguish my words from
those of actual sports coverage. No
longer will Dumpster Dive In.
It's a pity, as transitions go. Trevor
Horn is on the fast train to some-
where. The name he gave me evi-
dently gets left out in the heat with
him. No regrets.
Despite my avails, I doubt any
out there give a rip about the man
behind the words. No, it was nev-
er about the mall. It was about the
words, the sports, all those little sto-
ries, and GO-minute stretcheswhich
make sports the only thing on the
planet with definite ends.
While war and' politics result in
more war and politics, sports are
immediate and absolute. Even the
World Cup goes to a shootout if no
one wins within the allotted time.
As we stride through this life, this
summer, we must remember that
sports are just sports. They are not
about life and death. They are for
recreation and entertainment. The
gladiators of our age are athletes.
The Mayans invented a form of
what is now modern-day soccer.
Then, the losers were sacrificed to
the gods.
The horse races are back at Les
Bois Park. The Hawks are taking the
field. Perhaps even as you read this,
right now, some 12-year oldboy is
playing catch with his oldman. The
boy has his new leather mitt. His dad
has his beaten friend from his glory
days in city league softball. .
Aman is lifting a bar bearing great
weights, so that he can be stronger
come fall. '
100,000 people are waiting for the
riverto open. Others take to pools.
I sigh. I remember why I write
sports; It isn't about the winners or
the losers or the participant ribbons.
It is about those modern-day gladia-: "
tors, who rushto prove themselves.
,The rest of us get to watch. For
those who cannot go to the games
therefore ~ve reporters, to bring
r~pllrtslnto the livlDg room, the
.loun8e,the ba.ckdoor patio, ,where
the windrilffles Pllges not yet read.
:~1~,~!~
Socha
. [from page 10]
program is running decks. The
players basically run up the .. teps
of Bronco Stadium- a most trying
exercise.. _
In the past, the running of the
decks had been a special occasion,
to show how the team had improved
in the off-season.
Socha, who was informed of the
exercise and its meaning to the pro-
gram early in his tenure by Head
Coach Chris Petersen, now has the
team running decks once a week.
"Through the summer Ihave kind
of fine tuned it a little bit," Socha
said. " It's probably different from
how they ran decks in the past. It's
hard. It's a lot of work. They have to
work up the decks a little more and
put some times on it."
Timing the deck runs gives the
team a goal to shoot for, but don't
think it ever gets any easier.
"We run them," Socha said. "They
get consistently better at them and
as they get better at them I keep
pushing them to get a little bit bet-
ter at them, a better time and things
like that."
His story
Socha started his college career
as a player at Minnesota. He was
a four-year letterman and learned
a great deal of what it takes to .suc-
ceed on a quality football team.
"It was a great experience," Socha
said. "I learned a lot from playing,
just the mental aspect of football.
Once you've done a sport and
played it,' you kind of know where
the kids are coming from.
You. can tell the difference be-
tween a kid who's just having a bad
day and a kid who's just not work-
inghard.
Being on the other side lets you
know kind of what they've been
through."
After he graduated with a
Bachelor's of Science degree in
Kinesiology from Minnesota in
1999, Socha worked as a student as-
sistant for the Golden Gophers.
He then worked as a graduate as-
sistant at the University of Auburn,
where he earned his Masters of
Education degree in Exercise
Physiology in May of2001.
During his two years at Auburn
he served as an assistant for foot-
bail, baseball, and softball, and
'during the 2000-01 season directed
the strength and conditioning pro-
gram for the men's golf program.
In June of2001, he was named the
assistant strength and conditioning
coach at the University ofWyoming
where he handled the strength and
conditioning programs for wres-
tling, track, and field.
He also assisted with football for
the Cowboys.
Socha had spent the previous two
years before coming to Boise State
as the assistant director of strength
and conditioning for football at the
University of Louisville.
"I have some awesome experi-
ences from Minnesota to Auburn to
Wyoming to Louisville and I try to
take a little bit out of each one and
implement that into what I'm doing
now."
Socha says he is settled in Boise.
Now that he has this job, he's ready
to make the best of it.
. "This is where Iwantto be," Socha
said. "I love this city. This place
is awesome ...they want to grow. I
have no desire to go anywhere else.
The kids work hard; they have the
right mentality."
A lot of coaches come through
Boise State and move on to other
schools for better pay and more
recognition; they use the school as
a stepping stone for their careers.
Socha said it was different for him.
"If we make this program right
and do what we can with it, there's
nowhere else to step," Socha said.
"This could be a program where
people want to take a stepping stone
. here. I don't think this is a stepping-
stone job. 1don't know why anyone
would want to leave."
It's been an awesome experience
so far. Now all we've got to do is go
out and win some football games."
Boise State trophy watch
Courtesy Broncosports
Boise State senior linebacker
Korey Hall has been named to
the 2006 Bronko Nagurski Trophy
Watch List. Hall is nowon the watch
list for three major college foot-
ball awards-the Rotary 'Lombardi
Award, the Lott Trophy and the
Bronko Nagurskl Trophy.
Hall, a senior from Glenns Ferry,
is a two time first-team All-WAC se-
lection at linebacker and ranks 15th
in tackles in Boise State history with
283. Hall was also named the 10th
best inside linebacker in the coun-
try by the magazine.
The 2006 season marks the sec-
ond straight year Hall has been
named to the Bronko Nagurski
Watch List. The award honors
the best defensive player in col-
lege football. The 2006 award will
be presented on Monday, Dec. 4,
at the Westin Hotel in Charlotte,
NC, where five finalists will vie for
the prize. Hall is one of 55 players
named to the watch list.
Senior defensive tackle Andrew
Browning and sophomore offensive
tackle Ryan Clady have both been
named to the 2006 Outland Trophy
Watch List. Browning and Clady are
among 54 standouts for the award
that honors the top offensive or de-
fensive lineman in college football.
Browning was named second-
team All-WAC as a junior after fin-
ishing with a career-high 35 tack-
les, as well as winning the award for
being the team's top defensive line-
man for the second straight season.
CollegeFootbaIINews.com,ESPN.
com, Rivals.com and the Sporting
News named Clady to freshman
All-American teams last year. The
Sporting News and Blue Ribbon
College Football Yearbook have se-
lected him to preseason All-WAC
teams this summer.
The 20060utland Trophypresen-
tation will be on Dec. 7 in Orlando,
Fla., on the ESPN Home Depot
College Football Awards Show.
The Football Writers Association
of America has awarded the trophy
annually since 1946.
June 28
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Lots
680mb type
10 Play's players
14 Desire sinfully
15 Story
16 Get wind (of)
17 Sun-baked brick
18 Charles Lamb
19 Eyeball impolitely
20 Designate anew
22 Devise
24 Former Russian
ruler
26 Obliterated
27 In the past
30 Army leader
33 Invoice stamp
34 Mild expletive
35 Sobs
39 Colony critter
40 Commonplace
42 Seven on a •
sundial
43 Stratum
45 Aussie's friend
- 46 Window part
47 Gem dealer
49 Bread spread
50 Seem
53 Clock face
55 Shrinking back, .
e.g.
58 Seniors
62 Part of MIT
63 Blue shade
65 Poster star
66 Facilitate
·67 Aura
68 Fictional Swiss
miss
69 Winter glider
70 Distinctive flair
71 Eve of "Grease"
SELL IT
7-Plece CherryBedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464
Bed-Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. Brand new,
still in plastic, warranty.
Retail $599. Must sell
$119. Can deliver. 921-
6643.
Bedroom set, cherrywood,
solid wood construction.
Sleigh bed, 2 nightstands,
dresser wlmirror, tall
chest, TV armoire, dove-
tail drawers. Will sell all
or part. Cost $10,000, sell
#2,900. (208) 362-7150.
Brand New Microfiber
Couch & Loveseat. Stain
Resistant. Lifetime war-
ranty. Still in boxes. Re-
tail $1395. Must sell!
$499.
888-1464.
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$799, sacrifice $195. Call
888-1464.
Dining set,' cherrywood,
63" hutch & Buffet, 78"
table w/2 leaves, 6 curved
back chairs. Dovetail
drawers. Side server also
available. Cost $9,000,
sell $2,800 firm. (208)
362-7150.
Fun size orthopedic
mattress set. Brand new
in package, warranty Sac-
rifice $99. Call 921-6643.
King size piIlowtop mat-
tress set, brand new in
bag, list $750. Must sell,
$199. Can Deliver. 921-
6643.
Leather Sofa plus Love-
seat. Brand new in crate
with lifetime warranty,
List $2000. Sacrifice
$699.
888-1464.
Mattress, king pillow-top
mattress & box. Never
used. Still in factory wrap-
per. Cost $550, sacrifice
$295. (208) 919-3080.
Pool table, 8 ft. table, I"
slate, leather pockets, Ar-
amith balls, ace. pkg. in-
clud~d. New in box. Cost
$4,500, sell $1,450. (208)
362-7150.
.SELL IT
Queen orthropedic. pil-
low-top mattress + box.
New in plastic. Cost $400,
sacrifice $195. (208) 919-
3080.
Queen Tempurpedic
style visco memory foam
mattress set. Brand new
in plastic. Retail $1599.
Must sell $399 855-9688
RENT IT
1,2& 3 BR includes all
appliances plus WID
Large pool and spa,
24 Hour Fitness Center
Tanning beds and
much more!
Ask about our terrific
move-in specials
Call today
M Roommate wanted 21
bd apart., less than 5 min
walk from BSU. $220/mo
+ 1/2util. Fully fum. Luei
293-5439 Iv msg.
MIF Roommate needed
to share a 2 bdrm house
2 blocks away from BSU
$325/+ 1/2 utilities. Call
Jes (208)238-8985
Roornate wanted for 3 bed
2 bath apt. $210/month.
Call David at
323-9235.
€ ••.
.~
All Utilities And Basic
Cable Included
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
COMICS
WORK IT
Act Now! Get summer
work and still have a life.
Acting, Extras, Models.
$72-$715 daily. No expo
Call 208-433-9511
Advanced Home Health-
care is now hiring caregiv-
ers. Very flexible hours.
Can Tina.321-7896
Lock Stock & Barrel
seeking busboy and host-
ess. Apply in person, 1100
W Jefferson.
OPEN CALL
Idaho's top booking
agency is casting print &
promotional Models for
Ford, Jergens, Learning
Channel.: NordickTrack,
NuSkin ICON, Gillette,
Suave. We need Female
and Male ages 18to 30.
Our rates are $30 to $2501
hr.
Wilhelmina Urban
www.urbantalent.com
Call today 424-0799
WORK IT
Retouch artist wanted
Photoshop exponecessary,
Flexible hours, Call Jor-
dan @ 363-0570
to Home
Ownership! .
1"J<quaUfy today et
I~~.com
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On- anil off':'
camplls Jobs .
and.lntemshlps
.for current and
graduaUng
students
the
Arbiter
Boise State
University
Position Available! :
Volunteer Coordinator
Please check the job
posting on: http://ca-
r e e r ,boisesta te.ed ul
Brenco.lebs.htm
Duties include:
Create/implement a plan
for building a volunteer
program, Develop a vol-
unteer application,
Market with. local volun-
teer programs,
Develop a home-stay pro-
gram for international stu-
dents.
Qualities neededr
Organization, research
skins, comfort giving pre-
sentations, ability to inter-
act well with others, and
computer skills.
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~ . NO. YOU CAN'T FIT :>
~ TWO GALLONS IN A ~
~ THlt'\BLE NO t'\A TTER cj HOW FAST YOU POUR. ~
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E
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CAN YOU BRING
t'\E UP TO SPEED
BEFORE WE GO
TO THE t'\EETING?
I'VE WRITTEN A
FUTURE BEST-SELLING
BOOK.
E
BX . IT'S PART FAKE
It AUTOBIOGRAPHY ANDj PART PLAGIARI5I"\.
!
WAIT A t'\INUTE ...
WHICH ONE OF US
IS THE THlt'\BLE?
).
PUBLISHER PITCH
YOU WERE
A LARGE
WHITE
WHALE?
WOW!
)
UNTIL I
t'\ARRIED
t'\ARY •
t'\AGDALENE.
DOWN
1 Wound sign
2 Morse message
3 Bard's river
4 Engaged in
formal argument
5 Parts of pipes
6 Nibbled on
7 Drying powder
8 Musical
miscellany
9 More ornery
10 Harmonized
hymn
@ 2006 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
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N 3
11 Patronage
12 Balm
13 Cornered in .
. branches
21 Rarin'to go
23 Fish by dragging
a net
25 Current
government
27 Gemstone from
Down Under
28 Anna Sten
film
29 Sort of hall or
slicker
31 Part of USNA
32 Revised
36 Satan's realm
37 Heap
38 Farm building
40 Medicate
41 Eagle's nest
44 Deplaned in a
flash
46 Warrior
48 Contort
50 Ram of the
zodiac
I a
51 Of punishment
52 Out-of-date
54 Dominant male
56 "Hud" stat'
Patricla
57 Opening night
party
59 Bagnold or
. Blyton
60 Lacking in
manners:
61 Revolve'
64 Chaney of "The
Wolf Man"
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 - A long drive
would be the perfect place to
discuss your latest idea. Take a
person along with you, though.
Don't depend on a cell phone
- connection.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-'an. 19)
Today is a 6 - Continue to count
your money, emergency stores
and your blessings. Replace
whatever's worn out or expired.
You'll sleep a whole lot better.
Aquarius (ian. 20-Feb.18)
Today is a 7 - Delegate more and
more of the building tasks to a
qualified person. Monitor the
operation so the quality remains
the best.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March20)
Today is a 7 - This is a very busy
phase, and there's not a moment
to lose. With discipline and per-
sistence,youcan do amazing
things.
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HOROSCOPES
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Cancer (June 22-'uly 22)
Today is a 7 - Invest in your own
business. If you don't have one,
start one. You have natural tal-
ent you haven't even used, yet.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 -You almost know
everything, but not quite. A per-
son you love, possibly a child,
will still provide lots of surpris-
es.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 - Your brain.will
be buzzing for the next sev~ral
weeks. You'll even solve prob-
lems in your dreams, a handy ,
skill to acquire. Practice. :~~.
Taurus (April20-May 20)
Today is a 6 • It helps to -have a
plan. From that, you can start
making lists. Put everything you -
can think of on, and then start
scratching stuff off.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Todayis an 8 - Your communi-
cations skills will be in great de-
mand for the next several weeks,
Teach the others how, so. yeiu.
don't have to do it all.
Today's Birthday (06-28-06)
A budget and strong discipline
will be necessary this year. It's
not that you don't have enough
money, it's that you'll think you
have too much. To get the ad-
vantage, check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries (March 21-April i9)
Today is a 9 - Conditions for ro-
mance are good. It's also a good .
time for making long-term plans
and commitments. Get next to
the right person.
ow!
OW!
OW!
/1/
OPRAH ISA
SURPRISINGLY
GOOD PUNCHER..
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 7 - You're intensely
. curious, and this isa wonderful
thing. It may also be immensely
- frustrating, but that-will pass.
Ask for help.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 - You are a stabiliz-
ing influence upon whom oth-
ers rely. They, in turn, pr0'1~
for your security. This is goo~~·
